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Editorial
These Proceedtngs record another first - a combined meeting with the Royal Society of
Chemistry, Historical Group. Thanks to k r Commodore (retired) Colin Maclaren, we met at the
Royal Pur Force Club in Piccadilly, itself steeped in history and richly decorated with classics of
aviation art. The delegates enjoyed both the venue and the programme and our Society gained
some distinguished new members.
This volume seemed an appropriate opportunity to publish John Birtwhlstle's note on William
Russell Notcutt, 'formerly lecturer in chemistry at Hackney'. Married to a consultant anaesthetist
U) Sheffield, John is a literary academic whose paper on Humphry Davy's nitrous oxide subjects
was well received by the scientific audience at the Davy bicentenary meeting (Vol 25). Later he
chanced to see a television programme on medical errors with comments by Dr Willy Notcutt,
Consultant Anaesthetist at Great Yarmouth. Since WiUiam Notcun was one of the nitrous oxide
subjects, he got in touch and learned that William Russell Notcutt was indeed an anccstor of
Willy's, that he had lectured in Chemistry at Hackney, was a Fellow of the Linnean Society and
had died in Surinam. These facts appeared in a family hstory writfen by Martin Notcun and
Marian Sartin (whose mother was a Notcutt). Willy did not know about the Davy comection,
which is not mentioned in Davy's book but only in a rare pamphlet by Thomas Beddoes He
commented: 'To learn that one of my ancestors was involved in the original nitrous oxide
experiments adds to my credentials!'.
John Birtwhstle's follow-up of this new information must be of interest to both our chern~sby
and anaesthesia readers. We still do not know why Notcutf went to Bristol, let alone Surinam.
'Perhaps', John wrote, 'One day his name wiU show up in a eaveloye, or admiralty or Bristol
shipping rccord, or 111 an account of some commercial, missionary, scientific or even military
expedition - I shall just have to keep watching telly.'
Another opportunity and another first is the inclusion of a Supplement. on the History Satellite
Meeting held in conjunction with the 12th World Congress in Montreal. That programme
included new information horn Europe, North America, Chma and Nepal. When the HAS was
founded in 1986, some sceptics gave us just a few meetings before everything would have been
said about the history of anaesthesia. Instead, the Proceedings contlnue to document exploration
of new, enticing paths. Now is a good time for me to retire from the Honorary Ed~torshipand do
a bit of my own exploring. Peter Drury, who has shouldered an increasing load as Honorary
Assistant Editor, IS the logcal successor He will bring new ideas and new energy to a task that is
time-cons~uningbut unerly rewarding.
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EARLY EXPERIMENTS WITH INHALATION ANAESTHESIA*

Lh N G Coley
Hon Senior Research Fellow, The Open University, Milton Keynes, MK7 6AA
Introduction
Attempts to alleviate pain in m d c i n e have a very long Ilistory. The use of the ancient soporific
sponge died out m the seventeenth century, but surgeons up to the early nineteenth century often
gave patients a stiff whisky or an opium draught, when muscular relaxation was essential.
Hypnotism was also employed, but it was only when chemists and surgeons turned their attention
to the anaesthetic properties of certain gases and vapours that the prospect of true anaesthesia
became possible. In England, Henry Hill Hickman bied carbon dioxide as a means of producing
insensibility, but it was Humphry Davy's discovery of the effects of nitrous oxide (laughing gas)
about 1800, whilst he was w o r h g at Thomas Beddoes's Pneumatic Institution m Bristol, which
would provide the key to anaesthesia. This Institution had been established to exploit the medical
benefits of the new gases that had been discovered during the 18" century, especially the Lifeenhancing properties of oxygen. Davy investigated many gases in this respect, usually breathing
them himself to observe their effects and it was in this way that he hscovered the special
character of nitrous oxide as a mild anaesthetic. Breatlung laughing gas for pleasure soon became
a new experience in early 19" century England. Davy even wrote some of his poetry under its
mfluence. He suggested its possible use in minor surgical operations, but this was not taken up at
that time. In America, itinerant lecturers and travelling showmen at country fairs would often
invite members of the audience to inhale laughing gas for amusement. Later, when it was realised
that ether vapour produced a s~rmlarstate, 'ether Frolics' became popular among students and
young people.

-

Surgical anaesthesia was inboduced in America in the 1840s by four pioneers. Among them were
three dentists, Crawford Long, Horace Wells and WiUiam Morton, and Charles Jackson, a
physician, geologist and chemist.'v2Each played a part in the development of ether anaesthesia
and each later claimed priority in the discovery. In this paper we bnefly review their work and
the controversy which fouowed.

Crawford Long
Crawford Long (1815-1878) was born at Danielsville, Georgia on 1 November 1815. He
graduated from Franklin College, University of Georgia in 1835. He then studred medcine in
Lexington, Kentucky and at the University of Pennsylvania, where he graduated MD in 1839. He
went first to New York to work in the hospitals, then returned to the small town of Jefferson,
Georgia, where he acquired an extensive prachce. Having observed that injuries were sustained
without pain during ether frolics, Long thought of using ether as an anaesthetic. He persuaded
James Venable, one of h's patients, to have a cyst in h s neck removed under ether. The operation
was carried out successfully on 30 March 1842, and a week later he performed a second
operation on another patient. This was more complicated, Ule patient began to regain
consciousness before it was complete and Long suggested that the ether ought to have been
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administered throughout the opcration. These are the earliest known examples of ether
anaesthesia in surgery and there is evidence to c o n h Long's claim to priority as his purchase
order for the ether still exists. Yet he published no reports of his results.
Long later said that he had 'performed one or more surgical operations annually, on patients in a
state of etherisation' since 1842, but he wanted to make sure that 'anaesthesia was produced by
the ether and was not the effect of the imagination' before publicising the fact.' Indeed, he did not
report his use of anaesthesia until 1849; though there is no doubt that he was the first to use ether
in surgery and dentishy.
In fact, on all the evidence, Long emerges as the discoverer of ether anaesthesia; he pre-dated
Wells by two years and Morton by four. He remained aloof from the disputes over priority, yet
without the publicity engendered by the ether controversy, Long's work might have remained
unknown outside his private practice. B s work had no direct influence on the development of
surgical anaesthesia and the question inevitably arises, what kind of a discovery IS it if no one
knows about it?
Horace Wells
Horace Wells (1815-48) was born at Hartford, Vermont on 21 January 1815. He studied dentistTy
at Boston and began practice in Hartford, Connecticut about 1834. In 1840 he first suggested the
possibility of painless dental extractions under nitrous oxide. Four years later, on 10 December
1844 he was present at a public lecture at which some members of the audience breathed nitrous
oxide.
In the capers which followed one of the volunteers severely 'barked his shins'. Later, t h ~ sman
declared that he had felt nothing and th~sconfirmed Wells's idea of using nitrous oxide as an
anaesthetic. On the following day, Wells asked the lecturer to administer the gas to hun whilst
John h g g s , a former pupil, extracted one of his molars. The extraction was pa~nlessand, having
tested his ~deasuccessfully on himself, Wells wanted to make it available to his patients. But pure
lutrous ox~dewas not readily obtainable and he first had to master the art of preparing the gas

himself.
However, by mid-January 1845, he had performed p a d e s s dental extractions on about fifteen
patients.5 He informed his colleagues and some also tried the procedure with success.
Wells then sought an opportunity to demonstrate the procedure at the Massachusetts General
Hospital (Fiauel) in Boston and towards the end of January 1845 the experiment was set up.
WeUs had to make his own pure nitrous oxide, administer it and carry out the extraction before a
highly sceptical audience of medical men and students.
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Figure 1
He admnistered the nitrous oxide from a rubber bag and when he judged that the patient was
sufficiently anaesthetised he began the operation. All went well at fust, but then the patient
groaned and this was seized upon as a sign of failure by the audience Wells was branded an
impostor even though the patient said he had felt no pain.
Wells blamed himself for removing the gas bag too soon, though it is not surprising that he
should be worried. The patient was receiving no air or oxygen with the anaesthetic and there was
no way of measuring how much nitrous oxide was being inhaled Moreover, in the hostile
atmosphere of the operating room Wells was anxious not to overplay his hand. However, it IS
now well-hown that patients under nitrous oxide anaesthesia oAen groan or moan involuntarily,
but this does not mean that the anaesthetic is no longer working. So, by hindsight, it seems l~kely
that Wells probably had demonstrated nitrous oxide anaesthesia successfully. Later he
experimented with ether as an external local anaesthetic, but due to failing health he withdrew
tiom practice in 1845, having already revealed what he knew of anaesthesia to two others who
would later challenge his priority in the discovery.
One of these was his former pupil Williarn Morton, a dentist in Boston, who was present at the
demonstration and was impressed by the mild reactions of the patient. Wells and Morton had
already set up a parfnership to sell a dental solder invented by John Riggs for use in malung
dentures. In the course of their experiments they had consulted Charles T Jackson, a prominent
chemist in Boston. Jackson, llke Morton, would later become a contestant in the controversy over
the discovery of anaesthesia, but in January 1845 neither Morton nor Jackson showed much
enthusiasm for Wells's claims.

Charles T Jackson
Charles T Jackson (1805-80) was born on 21 June 1805 at Plymouth, Massachusetts. He
graduated MD at Harvard in 1829, then t~avelledto Europe where he spent three years studying
medicine in various places incluhng Viema and Paris. He also attended geology lectures at the
Royal School of Mines in London. Returning to Boston in 1832 he started a private medical
practice, but he abandoned medicine in 1836 to establish a laboratory for teaching analytical
chemistry. One of his pupils, William T G Morton, when he learned of Wells's use of ether,
began his o m expenments.
Jackson too, tried the effects of ether on himself in February 1842, but he neither publicised the
fact at the time, nor did he use ether in any surgical operation. Yet, on the basis of these personal
experiments he later made a vigorous claim for priority in the dscovery over both Morton and
Wells, in the course of wluch he denounced Morton as a swmdler and a forger,
Besides his chemical work Jackson became a prominent geologist, completing numerous
important geological surveys in New England. M e r studying the geology of several parts of
America, Jackson was assigned by the US Geological Survey to report on the Lake Superior
Region. He published more than four hundred papers on geological subjects and gained a
worldwide reputation. He was undoubtedly very able, but sadly, with an over-reaching ambition
he was quite unscrupulous in claiming priority over the discoveries and inventions of others. For
example, he met Samuel Morse on a voyage in 1832 and later claimed that he had given Morse
the idea of the electr~ctelegraph
Litigation over the priority of tlus invention contu~uedfor years Jackson also claimed priority
over SchBnbein for the invention of gun cotton. In 1873 Jackson was admitted to an asylum for
the mentally ill, where he spent the remainder of his I~fe. But, in the 1840s, Crawford Long
respected him, and both Wells and Morton brought theu work on anaesthesia to his notice.
William Thomas Green Morton
William T G Morton (1819-68) was born at Charlton, Massachusetts on 9 August 1819. He
began dental practice in Boston in 1844 and after witnessing Wells's demonstration he discussed
the possibilities of surgical anaesthesia with Jackson in September 1846. Jackson told him that
pure nitrous oxide was unavailable, but suggested that Morton should try ether. Morton took up
this suggestion and began to use ether in his dental practice, his first patients inhaling it from the
corner of a toweL6 Then, having carried out a number of painless extractions, Morton, l~keWells,
requested an opportunity to demonstrate surgical anaesthesia at the Massachussetts General
Hospital. Me was fortunate in persuading John Collins Warren (Figure 2), an eminent Boston
surgeon, to carry out a surgical procedure using a new anaesthetic, the precise nature of wluch he
did not at tirst reveal.

Figure 2
Warren agreed, even though Morton would not tell turn the name of the anaesthetic, but no
opportunity arose until October when it became necessary to excise a tumour in the neck of a
young printer named Gilbert Abbod This tumour was superficial, though large and Warren
decided that it was a proper case for the trial. On 16 October 1846, with Morton administering
ether vapour fiom a @ass flask, Warren excised the tumour in five minutes without pain. On the
day of the operation the patient was prepared and the audience were in their places, but Morton
was late and Warren was about to perform the operation without anaesthetic when Morton
arrived. He had been to obtain his apparatus which he had ordered liom a surgcal instrument
maker It consisted of a glass flask with two necks, filled with gauze soaked in ether and it
ensured that the patient would breathe a mixture of air saturated with ether vapour. After
applying the apparatus for 4 or 5 minutes the patient appeared to be asleep and the operation was
performed.
To Warren's surprise the patient d d not shrink, nor cry out, but later he began to move his limbs
and uner strange expressions which seemed to indicate pain though after he regained
consciousness Abbott said that he had felt no pain. An eyewitness account of this operation was
given by a student.' The next day a large fatty tumour was successfully removed From tbe
shoulder of another patient by George Hayward, another Boston surgeon, again W-th Morton as
anaesthetist. The discovery was then described in a paper by Henry Jacob Bigelow, Professor of
Materia Medica, published on I 8 November.1846 Bigelow's report8 seemed to suggest that
Wells's demonstration two years before may well also have been successful. Support by two
such reputable doctors as Warren and Bigelow led to ether anaesthesia being taken up by others,

Figure 3

and Morton's pioneering operation was made famous by the w e l l - h o w painting by Robert
Kinckley, based on descriptions and an earlier engraving. (Figure 3)
Methods of administering ether
In 1847 Morton descnbed his methods of admin~steringether in a letter to the I ~ n c e r .At first he
had used a simple sponge, then he placed it under a conical glass tube (like an inverted glass
funnel) and afterwards m a glass flask, but he remained dssatisfied with the results. He suspected
that anaesthesia in Abbott's case had been only partial and he wanted to lrnprove hls method. On
17 October, the day following Abbott's operation, he used a new apparatus with valves to con@ol
the amount of ether given during his second demonstration of etherisation. Before this surgeons
and physicians, with few exceptions, were incredulous, but the success of the second operation
confirmed the discovery.%er
this, ether was used in other cases and within a short time it
began to be used in every considerable surgical operation in Boston.
Seeds of discord
Less than two weeks after Morton's successful demonstrations he and Jackson jointly sought a
patent for the anaesthetic agent. Morton tried to disguise the smell of the ether with aromatic
essences and he called the mixture 'Letheon'. They tried to profit from the discovery by granting
licences to restrict its use, but it soon became clear that it would be imposs~bleto sustan any hold
over the use of such a readily available substance as sulphuric ether. When Jackson saw that the
likely profits from the patent would be far less valuable than the prestige of being designated the
discoverer of anaesthesia, he assigned his patent rights to Morton and set out to establish himself
as the discoverer.

On 21 December 1846 he wrote to his friend lie de Beawnont at the Acadbmie des Sciences in
Paris, where he was already known, announcing himself as the sole discoverer of surgical
anaesthesia. On 2 March 1847 he read a paper at the American Academy of Arts and Sciences
which he had already published in the Boston Daily Advertiser the day before. This gave the
impression that the Academy had endorsed Jackson's claimI0 and on 31 January 1849 the Institut
Fran~aisawarded Jackson the Cross of the Legion d'Honneur as the discoverer of etherization.

The ether controversy
As soon as he heard this Morton wrote to the Institut Franpais, sending a separate package of
papers supporting his own claim to the discovery. His letter anived, but for some unknown
reason the papers did not and, as the documents backing his claim failed to arrive, his case was
weakened. The French Committee had only his own statement and he was unknown in France,
whereas Jackson was supported by his friend, B~iede Beaumont. Morton suspected that his
papers and collection of pamphlets were never received due to the intervention of someone who
had become prejudiced against him. The French Acadtmie de MCdecine offered a prize jointly to
Morton and Jackson, but Morton refused to accept it, insisting that the credit for the discovey
belonged solely to him.

On 6 December 1852 Morton petitioned the United States Senate for public recognition as the
discoverer of ether anaesthesia. His petition was signed by seven surgeons and five
physicians of the Massachusetts General Hospital, headed by Warren and including Oliver
Wendell Holrnes, who had suggested the terms 'anaesthesia' and 'anaesthetic'. Four consultants
and three physicians of the Charitable Eye and Ear Hospital and 104 members of the
Massachusetts Medical Society also signed Morton's petition. A Select Committee of the Senate
was set up and the evidence was heard beginning on 21 January 1853."
Morton began by stating that although Reports by the trustees of the Massachusetts General
Hospital and the House of Representatives had awarded the discovery to hun, he had suffered
malicious attacks. He said that it was his idea to use ether as an anaesthetic and he was wholly
engrossed in testing it for some months prior to 30 September 1846 when Jackson claimed to
have given him the first hint of the possibility. Furthermore Jackson had ridiculed the idea of
anaesthesia, even while it was being tested and washed his hands of all responsibility. He
remarked that even if Jackson's statements about hying out ether on himself were literally hue,
he was not entitled to claim the discovery on that basis alone. The Boston surgeons insisted that
Jackson had no connection with any of the experiments either at the hospital or in private practice
and that neither Dr Warren, nor anyone else connected with the hospital knew or suspected that
Jackson had anything to do with the discovery.
Morton also challenged the claims made on behalf of Horace WeUs who had &ed in 1848. He
went to Hartford, Connecticut where he arranged to have every witness within reach who was
mentioned in support of Wells's claim, called before a United States Commissioner, to have them
examined in full. The results were laid before the Select Committee. After nearly a month neither
Jackson nor Long had submitted their claims and notice was given to them to present their
evidence to the Select Committee.

Time still passed and so Morton himself presented printed copies of two minority reports in
favour of Jackson and two pamphlets favouring Wells. one of which ran to 132 pages. He also
submitted a translation of the report of the French Committee wluch had made the award to
Jackson. He pointed out that this report agreed that he, Morton, having had the origmal idea, had
'completed' the discovery which, without his 'audacity' would probably have remained ' h i t l e s s
and without effect' in Dr Jackson's mind. Yet the French named Jackson as the discoverer rather
than Morton because: 'Mr Jackson had observed that some persons on being exposed for a
certain period of time to the action of ethereal vapours were momentarily deprived of all
sens~bility'." Morton pointed out that Jackson had tested the effects of ether on himself alone.
Morton also reminded the Select Comm.ittee that the authorities of the Massachusetts General
Hospital had formally attributed to him the honour of the discovery in their report for 1848 ' l
Repeated solicitations to t l ~ eUS Congress from the physicians and surgeons of the Massachusens
General Hospital as well as others, and ffom Morton himself, had led to the appropriation of
$100,000 to him for the discovery of practical anaesthesia, but this was voted down at three
separate sesslons of the legislature. Besides Jackson's efforts, congressional supporters of
Crawford Long and vigorous polemics fiom Truman Smith, Senator for Connecticut, on behalf of
Wells's widow and infant son, ensured the defeat of the appropriation in Morton's favour. In a
debate at the Senate on 28 Auyst 1848, Truman Smith had said: 'I pledge whatever reputation I
may have that . . . I will make out a case for the family of Dr Horace Wells, deceased ... I believe
that thls Morton is a rank imposter - that there is no justice or truth in his pretended claim.'" He
maintained this position throughout the protracted arguments which dragged on until the Civil
War broke out in 1861. The issue was then shelved and was never reopened. Interestingly, ether
was used widely by surgeons of both sides on the battlefields.
The fust surg~cal operation under ether m Britain was carr~edout by Robert Liston who
amputated a thigh at University College Hospital on 2 December 1 8 4 6 , ' ~James Syme, L~ston's
cousin, adopted ether anaesthesia at Edinburgh from 1847 and in the same year Nlkolai Plrogoff
began to use it in his surgical practice at St Petersburg Thus the use of ether anaesthesia quickly
spread, but unfortunately in the hands of untrained surgeons there were some fatalities and doubts
about ~ t safety
s
began to arise."
Conclusion
The dilemma of the Senate Committee arose in part from the fact that it was not made clear what
the proposed award was for. Each of the contestants had a claim to part of the discovery, but none
had an oumght claim. Long had used ether four years before Morton and was therefore fust in
time, though he did not public~sehis work. Wells had a strong claim to the discovery of general
a n a e s t h e ~ i a , ~ "and
~ " ~ had brought the technique to public notice, but he used nitrous oxide.
Jackson's claim, though shaky, was yet strong enough to deny Morton the award which, in the
end, was never made. Morton felt badly let-down. He wore himself out with bitter
d~sappointment,resentment and enmty towards Jackson and died of a stroke on 15 July 1868, at
the age of 48.
Franc~sDarwin (1848-1925), the Cambridge botanist once said: 'In sclence the credit goes to the
man who convinces the world, not to the man to whom the idea fust occurred'. In the case of

anaesthesia, despite aU the evidence and arguments, neither the rnan who fist had the idea, nor
the man who most clearly demonstrated its utility, was able to convince the Select Committee of
the United States Senate and, indeed, the argument continues. New books and articles shll
appear, setting out again the claims of one or other of these four men. There are also monuments
to each of them claiming the honour of discovery. In Bushnell Park, Hartford, Connecticut there
is a statue of Horace Wells, labelled 'discoverer of anaesthesia'. Ln the Smithsonian Lnstitution m
Washington, a bust of M o m n declares him to be the 'discoverer of surgical anaesthesia'. On the
public square at Jefferson, Georgia an obelisk IS inscribed: 'Dr Crawford Long, the fust
discoverer of anaesthesia' and in Pilgrim Hall, Plymouth, Massachusetts, an old rocking chair on
display is labelled with a brass plate, 'Seated in this chair Dr Charles T Jackson dscovered
etherization, February, 1842'. The ether conlroversy lives on, perpetuating the problem of what
really counts as a d~scoveryin science. But when all is s a ~ dand done, it is the value of the
discovery itself whch matters - by comparison, the question of who made it pales into
insignificance.
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THE THIRD MAN - CARL WILHELM SCHEELE
Dr C A B McLaren
Wootton Bassett, Wiltshire
Introduction
Combustion, fire and flames have been observed and speculated upon from the earliest times, and
every civilisation has had its own explanation. The Greeks interpreted it in philosophical
doctrines, one of whch was that: 'a certain ~nflamrnableprinciple escaped when the body was
burned to react with air'. A generalisation of the concept was provided by the phlogiston theory
whch was formulated in the 17th centtuy. At the start of the 17th century, chemistry was in its
mfancy. Alchemy and the search for the plulosopher's stone were still paramount, but by the end
of the century qual~tativechemistry was beguuung. The advance was not due to the phlogiston
theory but rather despite it; the phlogistonites had undoubtedly been leading in the wrong
direction

The Theory

All materials are composed of water and three earthly principles, salt, sulphur and mercury - the
theories of Paracelsus and the Alchemists. It was around these ideas that Julius Becher (16351682), born in Speyer, Germany, developed his strange theory. Ln today's world he would have
been classed as an entrepreneur, his ideas rangmg tkom convetting sand and silver into gold to
setting up German colonies in South America along the Orinoco river. AU were doomed to
failure. He considered that minerals, as well as plants and animals, have a sort of life and POW in
the earth fiorn seeds.
This theory did not answer three important questions:

-

what is the nature of combustion and combustible bodies?
why do certain metals when heated gain in weight as the calxes (oxides) are
formed?
what is the true nature of fue, heat and flames?

The phlogistonites could provide answers for questions one and three, but question hvo posed
proble~nsas the theorists sbessed the negative weight of phlogiston. To explain tile gain in
weight, it was suggested that phlogiston was a true element which could be transferred kom one
body to another, but could never be obtained in isolation. Phlogiston separated from bodies with
or without heat and united with air; this considerably diminished the volume of the air.

Stahl

It was Georg Emst Stahl(1660-1734), born in Ansbacb, Franconia, who bridged the gap with his
version of the phlogiston theory. He did not agree with Becher's vague ideas. Instead he
considered that phlogiston was the property of being combustible that is lost in the process of
combustion, but may be regained by contact with material especially rich in phlogston, such as
coal. Stahl built his practical theory on to the ancient philosophical foundation, that clarified the
fundamental chemical concepts.'
The Third Man
Carl Wilhelm Scheele was born in Stralsund, a small town on the Baltic coast of Swedish
Pomerania (now Mecklenburg, North Germany), on 9 December 1742, at 23 Fahrstrasse. His
biographers show a slight disagreement as to the birth date, suggesting that the correct date was
19 December; but the enby in the Parish Register giving notice of his baptism on 21 December
1742 makes the second date very unlikely. He was one of eleven children, six boys and five
guls. His elder brother became an apothecary, whilst his youngest brother, Paul Joachim,
qualified in medicine in 1773 at the University of HaUe in Germany. He had a good elementary
education, during which time he showed an early interest in chemisty and pharmacy. The family
doctor gave him instructions In how to read prescriptions. Although h s father was a merchant in
the town, Carl did not attend the local Gymnasium (High Scliool). Instead, at the age of 14 he
left Stralsund, never to return.

Apprenticeship
He was apprenticed, like hrs elder brother, to the Unicorn Apothetik in Gothenburg, Sweden. The
business of 63-year old Martin Anders Bauch had had a good reputation for competence and
being aware of recent developments in his profession. In this environment Scheele was given the
opportunity to study and carry out his earliest experiments. During his apprenticeship he had
access to the two most important chemical textbooks of his time He noted that there were many
experiments with the results of which he could not agree. Scheele remained with Bauch from the
end of his apprenticeship until the business was sold in 1 7 6 5 . ~
Malmo
For the next ten years he travelled as a journeyman. In 1765 he found work in Malmo, in the
pharmacy run by Peter Magnus Kjellst~om.He fully appreciated Scheele's preference for
experimental work and so allowed him to work in the pharmacy laboratory. Kjellstrom states that
Scheele read textbooks saying: 'that may be - that is wrong - I wll try it'. His stay in Malmo was
of great importance because of the proximity of the University in nearby Lund. This gave Scheele
his first contacts with the academic world through his friendship with Anders Retzius, who was
Lecturer in Chemistry at the University. Retzius was the same age as Scheele, and the two
remained mends for the rest of Scheele's We. Retzius, who later became Professor of Chemistry
at the University, was probably one of the last phlogstonists. He notes that: 'Scheele used to read
a book only once or twice when, so good was his memory, he never needed to refer to it again'.'
Stockholm
AAer three years in Malmo, Scheele moved on to Stockholm to work in the pharmacy owned by
Johan Scharenberg, but he was not allowed to cany on with his experiments, being responsible
for makuig up the prescriplions. However, he carried out some research with Retzius, who by tlus
time had also moved to Stockholm. Scheele's name appeared for the fust time in a paper
published by Retzius in 1770, on the preparation of tartaric acid from cream of tartar, which
acknowledged him as a co-worker.
Preparing prescriptions was not to his lilung, so after only two years in Stockholm he moved to
the University town of Uppsala. He obtalned a post in the pharmacy of Chnstian Ludwig Lock,
where he had a workbench in the laboratory. He was given one day a week for research, and soon
established himself as an able chemist.
Uppsala
Whilst worhng in Uppsala Scheele met Johan Gottlieb Calm, a mineralogist who discovered
manganese. Despite this discovery Gahn failed to win fame and fortune, probably because he
published little. However he does have a claim since he saved for posterity all the notes, papers
and letters of his friend ~ c h e e l e At
. ~ the time of their meeting Gahn was assistant to the Professor
of Chemistry, T Bergman, and introduced Scheele to Bergman, who was soon impressed with the
young man's knowledge. It is likely that the feeling was not exactly mutual. M e r one of
Scheele's papers on acid potassium oxalate had been presented to the Swedish Academy it was

not published, due to the negligence of Bergman, so that initially he was not inclined to follow up
the introduction. Scheele seems to have had further a c u l t i e s with Bergman following the nonpublication of a badly written paper which, however, contained the important observation that
hydrogen (phlog7ston elasticum) was produced by the action of organic acids on iron filings.
Retzius commented that: 'he could not understand why B e r p a n had suppressed the paper'. In
1781 Bergman published the research but did not mention Scheele's paper.

Discoveries
Scheele made many important discoveries (Appenduc). He repeated many of the earlier
experiments, but his most important discovery was that of oxygen, which was first mentioned in
his notes from 1771 and 1772. He conducted a series of 97 experiments, in the fust eight of
which he set out to discover the composition of common air. He exposed a b o w n volume of air
to various substances known to be rich in phlogiston. A given quantity of ordinary air can unite
with only a certain quantity of the intlammable principle, and there is a contraction in volume of
between one third and one quarter. IF this residual air contained the dlammable substance it
should have been heavier than the original weight, but this was not hue Initially, Scheele had
been a supporter of the phlogiston theory, hut his experiments showed that phlogiston was not
contained in the residual gas, wbich when weighed was l~ghterthan the original common au.
I n all his early experiments he was unable to separate the lost air kom the materials employed.
He therefore suggested that the air contains two fluids differing from each other, one of which
does not show any properties in attracting phlog7ston whilst the other, the third or fourth part of
the whole mass of air, is peculiarly d~sposedto such attraction. He called the two elastic fluids
verdorbene luft (foul air), and feuer luft (fire au), the laner because it is required for the
origination of fire. Scheele obtained his new gas by heating mercuric oxide and collecting the gas
which was given off. He found the gas to be odourless, colourless and tasteless. It supported the
combustion of a candle much better than common air.

Feuer Luft

In other experiments he showed that 'feuer lufi' was essential to maintain fire and burning, and
also essential to sustain life. In one experiment two becs were placed in a flask of common air,
care being taken to supply the bees with their appropriate food. At the end of eight days the bees
were dead. Aerial acid (carbon dioxide) was found on testing, and the residual gas would not
support combustion. He conducted on himself several experiments breathing 'feuer luft' but was
w o n g in his conclusions, that insects and plants converted fire a u into carbon dioxide, whilst
respiration in animals converted fire air into foul air.

AU the experiments were completed in Uppsala before 1775. Scheele, being confident about his
results, sent full details of his experunents and the discovery of fire gas to Lavoisier, the letter
being written in September 1774. This letter is the earliest known description of the d~scovery
and the properties of the new gas, which was later named 'Oxygen' by Lavoisier. In an earlier
letter dated 2 August 1774, Scheele informed the Secretary of the Stockholm Academy (Per
Wargentin) that until recently, he had thought that he was the only scientist to h o w of 'certain
phenomena', but that he had recently heard that some Englishman (Priestley) had also gone far in

his researches. It is therefore likely that the knowledge that other researchers were going along a
similar path led to the early publication of his manuscript Chemtsche Abhandlung vow der Luji
und den1 Feuer.
The first recognition of Scheele's work was made in February 1775 when, in the presence of the
Swedish h g , and on the proposal of Professor Bergius, he was elected a member of the Royal
Academy of Sciences of Sweden an unprecedented honour for an apothecary's assistant.

-

Koping
It was now thirteen years after the end of his apprenticeship, but Scheele was still work.ing in a
subordinate position with limited possibil~tiesfor experimental research. In the summer of 1775
an opportunity for advancement occurred following the death of the apothecary in the town of
Koping, 100 kilometres to the west of Stockholm. In 1772 Sara Margaretha Someman had
named the pharmacist Herman Pohl. He died in 1775, leaving his widow to search for someone
to cany on the pharmacy privilege in Koping, which she had int~erited.~
Scheele reached
agreement with Mrs Pohl to manage the shop for one year, and then he would have the
opportunity to negotiate to buy the business Despite one or two problems during the year, he
became so popular with the inhabitants of Koping that they insisted he should stay, and continue
to be the town's pharmacist. By this time one of his younger sisters had come across from
Stralsund to help with the running of the house. Except for one brief visit to Stockholm he
remained until his death in the small town, despite receiving many more lucrative offers to move
to other locations.
Publication
I s manuscript Chemisehe Abhandlung von der Luji und dem Feuer, which detailed the
experimental work carried out in Uppsala, was completed in Koping and sent to the printer
(Sweredus) in Uppsala on 22 December 1775. The printer passed it on to Bergman, who had
offered to write the introduction, early in 1776. A summary of the book, dated November 1775,
was also found among Gahn's papers.
Unfortunately Bergnan did not pen his introduction until 17 July 1777. The book was published
between 13 July and 22 August 1777. In the introduction Bergman says that he had repeated and
confirmed many of the experiments, and c o n f m s that Scheele's discovery preceded Priestley's
publications. Scheele blaned the delay m publication, and so his claim to be the Fist person to
discover 'oxygen', on Bergman, although he had written to Gahn to advise lum of his discovery.
It IS possible that if Bergman had not been involved, the book might well have been published in
1776.
Further Developments
Scheele's visit to Stockholm took place during October and November 1777. He took his seat in
the Royal Academy of Sciences on 28 October of that year, after being elected in 1775. Two
weeks later he took his long postponed Pharmacy examinations, and swore the Pharmacist's oath
on 1 1 November. He returned to Koping on 23 November. Although his manuscript had been

published he still continued with his development work, initially repealing all the experiments
noted in the manuscript. This was despite the poor facilities in Mrs Pohl's home, the only
available space being in a damp dark shed in the yard. His work was also handicapped by the
debts that had been incurred by the business prior to his takeover. Scheele had agreed to pay off
all the debts, so that after a few years it was possible to build and move into a larger house on the
maln square of Koping. Unfortunately the house was destroyed by fire 100 years ago.
The much improved facilities enabled him to continue his scientific investigations. Between 1775
and his early death in 1788 he discovered several metals, inorganic and organic acids. HISselfexperimentation with hydrocyanic acid, isolated in 1782, almost led to his accidental death
Last Years

Up to the age of 35 Scheele had been in good health, but then he started to suffer attacks of
rheumatism, perhaps due to working in poor conditions during his first years in Koping. In the
autumn of 1785 he began suffer severe attacks of gout, which Scheele in a letter to a friend
described as 'the trouble of all apothecaries'. He still worked on despite the pain he was
suffering. In March 1786 he was recording his observations on the decomposition of nitric acid in
sunlight: 'l shall repeat these experiments in the summer, and then we shall see how they turn
out'. He never saw the summer. Kis illness was accelerated by complications of the disorders
and he died on 26 May 1786, before be reached his 44th year. It is possible that Scheele knew
that he was dying. He was anxious to provide for the widow Pohl who was still his housekeeper,
his sister having died in 1780. He not only prepared his will, leaving her as his heuess, but two
days before died he made her his wife.
Summary

Scheele was a man of great modesty. Working with very simple apparatus, in a cold and
uncomfortable laboratory, he made a great number of important chemical dscoveries. His work
on combustion and the discovery of 'feuerluft' were chronicled in hrs book, Chemische
Anhandlung von der Lufr und dem Feuer, which although despatched to the printer in 1775 did
not see the light of day until 1777, by which time similar discoveries had been made and
published by Priestley. It was over 100 years before Scheele's prior claims to the discovery of
oxygen were confirmed kom translation of his original laboratory notes.
Appendix Scheele's discoveries (selected)

1770
1772-1773
1774

-

177 1-1780
1775
1777
1777-1783
1783

-

-

-

tartaric acid (co-worker with Retzius)
oxygen
chlorine, manganese and baryta. Phosphorus from bone
(previously extracted from urine)
silicon fluoride
arsenic acid
hydrogen sulphide
several organic acids: mucic, lactic, unc, oxal~c,crtr~c
hydrocyanic acid
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OBJECTIONS T O ANAESTHESIA: THE CASE OF JAMES YOUNG SIMPSON*
Prof C A Russell, Emeritus and Visiting Research Professor.
the History of Science, the Open University
Simpson and the introduction of chloroform anaesthesia
Chloroform is historically important as the first anaesthetic to be used on any considerable scale,
and it dominated the field for half a century and more. Yet the circumstances of its introduction
have been attended by a mystery so remarkable that only in the last 20 years has a solution begun
to appear. In a sense the story began with the man who was to become Sir James Young
Simpson, President of the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh, with a bust in Weshninster
Abbey and a statue on Princes Street, Edinburgh. (Figures I and 2)
Early years
James Simpson was born 7 June l81 1, at Bathgate, 15 miles west of Edinburgh. He was the
seventh son of a baker. His middle name 'Young' was added later (to acknowledge a nickname
derived from his youthful appearance, 'Young Simpson').

Figure 1
Sir James Young Simpson

*
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Simpson went up to Edinburgh University in 1825 (at the age of 14), and &er two years at the
class~csmoved over to medicine. (Figure 3) He nearly left in r e d s i o n at the pain witnessed in a
mastectomy conducted with no relief of the agonising pain, but managed to persist, qualifying
MD in 1832. The Edinburgh medical school had the best of continental teaching systems and an
international reputation, sending men to English universities, Dublin and the USA.' It had the
Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh (founded 1505). the Royal CoUege of Physicians of
Edinburgh (founded 1681) and the Royal Medical Society (founded 1737). Simpson was
appointed to the City Lying-in Hospital in 1836, and became Professor of M d d e r y In 1840,
having spent £500 in printing testimonials and advehsing his claims in other ways. He was
elected by the Town Council with a majority of one.
Simpson found himself much in demand in the area and established a flounshu7g practice. He
devised an 'air tractor', or suction device to be applied to the foetal head to assist In diflicult
deliveries. What was new about his techmque was the use of a brass air-pump to reduce the
pressure. Though popular for some years it was long abandoned until returning in another form
with the method of ventouse (1954).

Figure 2
Simpson statue in Princes Street

First experiments on pain relief

Simpson was greatly concerned with limitation of pajn during operations. He had flirted
(unsuccessfully) with mesmerism, and found that many patients were not susceptible to
'suggestion'. The news of ether anaesthesia reached Britain from the USA by late 1846 and it
was first used in London at University College Hospital by Robert Liston for a thigh amputation
on 21 December, and a few days later by James Miller at the Edinburgh Infirmary. Simpson
responded enthusiastically and apphed ether on 17 January 1847 for a complicated delivery (the
mother but not the cluld survived). In words athibuted to Liston: 'This Yankee dodge beats
mesmerism hollow'
This was the time when organic chemistry was emerging as a science, one result of which was
the emergence of many new volatile chemicals. Simpson investigated a range of these in a series
of self-experiments, usually at home. He tried the new 1,2-&chloroethane in 1 8 4 7 , ~and also its
analogue 1,2-dibromoethane (supplied by the Professor of Chemistry, Lyon Playfair). Tlus was
first admtnistered to rabbits; they were anaesthetised, recovered, - and then died! Had Playfair
not insisted on a preliminary trial on animals Simpson would probably have shared the same
fate.3 Several years later he was shll experimenting, and wrote to the Manchester chemist Edward
Frankland for a supply of 'hydruret of amyl', i.e. p e n t a n e . b e is known to have experimented
with such diverse chemicals as ethyl nitrate, acetaldehyde and even carbon bisulphide.

First use of chloroform
Chloroform had been discovered in 183 1 by Liebig and (independently) Souberain. Its formula
was established by Dumas in 1835. Its use as an anaesthehc seems to have been suggested to
Simpson by Dr David Waldie, a physician from Liverpool and also a chemist, who had used it in
dilute ethanolic solution as an anti-spasmodic.s It was first tested by Simpson on himself and two
medical colleagues at his home 52 Queen Sheet in the evening of 4 November 1847. (F~gure4)
All three experienced 'an unwonted Marity', followed by inebriation and collapse. A ~ e c e
present feu asleep crying improbably 'I'm an angel!'.6
Simpson immediately ordered chloroform from a local manufacturer. Its successhl clinical use
was tint reported in a paper six days later. It was easier to administer than ether, caused no
irritation or excitement, and more readily maintained deep anaesthesia. Also, less of it was
needed (as ether is so volatde), a consideration when heavy bottles had to be canied up tenement
staircases. And, as Simpson specially stressed, chloroform was non-inflammable. The local
manufacturers Duncan and Flockhart were soon retailing it at 3s.Od per ounce.'
The news spread like wildfue. By the next September chloroform was being used as far away as
India, but it was in Edinburgh that it use first became routine practice. Within 28 months of
Simpsons fist announcement it had been cmployed in that city for between 80,000 and 100,000
successful operahons.' Its fmal sanction may have come in 1853 with the birth of Pnnce Leopold
to Queen Victoria, though that, as we shaU see, is disputable
However, human fatalities did occur. The first case, in 1848, was Hannah Greener aged 15 of
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, in a minor operation (removal of toe-nail). At the post mortem. 'Sir John

Figure 3
Edinburgh University

Figure 4
52 Queen Street, Edinburgh

F ~ f eblamed congestion of the lungs, which he was compelled to ascribe to the inhalation of
chloroform'. It seems to have been only the first of many cases. However, Si~npsonwas reluctant
to admit dangers of chloroform. He knew notlung of possible damage to renal function, for
example. With the benefit of hindsight we can see the propriety of his own rules for
administering chlorofom:
absolute quietude and freedom from excitement;
avoidance of a 'stage of exhilaration';
waiting until the pahent 'is thoroughly and indisputably soponsed'.10
Nor were its subjects only humans. An early example from veterinary practice came with its
successful application to a cantankerous horse at ~ o t h e s a ~ . Frankland,
"
then working at
Queenswood College, a strange progressive college in Hampshire became 'teetotally drunk' on
chloroform in January 1848, and was using it two months later to anaesthetise a cow in
dtfficulties afier giving birth to a calf. In Cghter mood Punch reported 'oysters opened and the~r
beards taken off under the influence of chloroform', and that at Billingsgate eels were skinned
under similar sedation!I3
Opposition to anaesthesia
Considerable opposition began to appear, even w i h n one month of Simpson's first use of
chloroform. It tended to focus on the use in midwifery rather than general surgery. One of the
most famdiar features of the traditional picture was the implacable opposition of the church.
Many years after the events J W Draper put it l ~ k ethis:
'When the great American discovery of anaesthetics was applied to obstetrical
cases it was discouraged, not so much for physiological reasons, as under the pretence that it
was an impious attempt to escape from the curse denounced against all women in Genesis
iii.16 [i.e., 'in sorrow thou shalt bring forth chi~dren']."~
Almost 100 years later, another author gave another illustration of the same tendency:

'In the opposition to the Darwinian theory we can fmd a pardel iUustratin the ferocity with
which anything challenging Victorian ethical or religious beliefs was fought.

,W

Yet as early as December 1847 Simpson had published a pamphlet.16 N s arguments were,
broadly:
That the primeval curse was not only upon Eve but also on Adam, to child-bearing and
agriculture respectively; therefore relieving pain to the one case was comparable to
eliminatingweeds in the other.
That under the Christian dispensation the moral necessity of anguish in labour has been
terminated, for any such curse was abrogated by the death and sacrifice of Cluist.

That there was even a divine precedent for anaesthesia as when 'the Lord God caused a
deep sleep to fall upon Adam' prior to removal of a rib to form Eve!
That medicine is concerned not only to preserve life but also to alleviate human suffering,
and that to do good in that sense was a positive Christian duty.
Whose objections?

So whose were 'the religious objections' to which Simpson refers? Some of the first objections
that appealed to the Bible were voiced by colleagues in the medical professions. Thus G T
Gream, obstetrician at Queen Charlotte's Lying-in Hospital, quoted an eminent theologian:
'perhaps itnequalled in learning' (but umamed) who regarded pain as 'a blessing of the
~ o s ~ e l "Robert
~ . Bames (Lecturer in midwifery at the Hunterian School of Medicine) wrote of
'that wise and necessary purpose' associated with labour pains.'7 Robert Lee (Lecturer in
midwifery at St. George's Hospital) complained of chloroform anaesthesia as a futile attempt to
abrogate an ordinance of the ALrmghty: 'In sorrow thou shalt bring forth children'.18
These are all well-documented cases of 'religous' opposition, though it is noteworthy that all
came tiom medical, not clerical men (and, be it noted, fiom men and not women). However the
great bulk of subsequent commentaries on these events placed the burden of respons~bilityon
aggressive clerics rather than on consernative medics. It stresses the purely religious objections
to anaesthesia in midwifery. T h s is the generally accepted account circulating today.
At this point in my argument a personal note creeps in. Aware of the established view of intense
religious opposition to the anaesthetic use of chloroform, I asked one of my research students,
Derek Farr, to identfy precisely the locatlon of such opposition, looking for evidence in material
produced in 1847 and the next few years. He sought fust of all records of sermons and of the
Acts of the General Assemblies of the two main churches in Scotland. Finding nothing
significant he examined the theological press and then contemporary newspapers and journals in
Britain and America. Again he largely drew a blank. Finally, letters and papers of Simpson
himself and of others close to the controversy were examined.
As a result of an exhaustive
he emerged with the astounding result that a purely
religious cri~icistn of Simpson 'S use of anaesthel~cswas virtually non-existen(. Of the seven
references in print that were discovered, four were reviews of Sunpson's own pamphlet (and
favourable ones at that). The others were more general review articles expressing no religious
qualms. The evidence, negative though it was, pointed dramatically to the possibility that we
have all been led askay by inaccurate analyses and that the legend of persistent religious and
clerical opposition to Simpson is just Literally that. In reporting these results Dr Farr has
challenged and demolished one of the most established myths of recent medical h ~ s t o r y . ~ ~

This revisionist view, that religious opposition was minimal, is at least partly confirmed by
numerous cases of religious support for chloroform. The only publication on the subject in
England was a tract by the obstetrician Protheroe Smitb (founder of London's first Hospital for

Women). A staunch evangelical ( h e Simpson), Smith published a strong defence for anaesthesia
based on biblical principles.2'
A coUeague of Simpson was James Miller, Professor of Surgery. and the first in Edinburgh to
operate using ether anaesthesia. He explained to the theologian Thomas Chalmers: 'that some had
been urging opposition to the use of anaesthesia in midwifery on the ground of it so far
improperly enabling women to avoid part of the primeval curse'. Chalmers, prominent leader of
the Secessionist movement and of the new Free Church, was at first unconvinced Ulat he was
serious. He then simply advised Mdler and his friends to ignore 'small theologian^'.^^ The
Anglican minister Charles Kingsley wrote: 'It is a real delight to my faith, as well as my pity, to
know that the suffering of chrld-birth can be a~oided'.'~In the opinion of a recent historian the
appeal to Genesis etc: 'contrary to what might be supposed, was not particularly popular wlth the
ministers of the church'.24 That, if anything, is rather an under-statement.

Origins of a myth
We therefore have a major problem on our hands. How could such a tissue of falsehood and
absurdity have become the received 'wisdom' of western culture in the last 125 years? Fan
presents a list of 31 books in the century beginrung 1873 allegmg substantial religous objections
to obstetric anaesthesia. Several others since then have perpetuated the same myth How could
they all make the same mistake? Several reasons suggest themselves.
1. Conjksion between llreolog&ol and lechnical objections

Admittedly a very few authors attempted to boost their scientific arguments by appeal to religious
prejudice but that is very different &om theological objection as such. It may be helpful to
consider some of the non-religious but t e c h c a l arguments put forward against chloroform
anaesthesia in midwifery.
First was the view that it was 'unnatural'. Thus C D Meigs, Professor of Obstetrics at
Pennsylvania, opposed the use of chlorofom but did not cite scriphue. He argued chiefly that
labour pains were a natural feature of childbirth, that patient res onse was supremely important,
and that anaesthesia was comparable to alcohol in its dangers,"Wben an h s h lady addressed
Simpson with the question: 'How unnatural it is for you doctors in Edinburgh to take away the
pains of your patients when in labour', he rejoined: 'How unnatural it is for you to have swum
over 6om Ireland to Scotland in a ~(eam-boat!'.~~
Then there was some anxiety that it could lead to retarded delrvety (thus Grearn). In the case of
chloroform there was a real danger of contamitiation with substances like phosgene which could
have lethal effects if inhaled. Finally, though this was more speculative, were concerns about
possible efects on unborn generations. The chemist Sheridan Muspratt regarded the use of
chloroform as 'most reprehensible' for that very r e a ~ o n . ~Thus
'
in fact 'the loudest and most
persistent ob'ections came not from the church, but from the members of Sirnpson's own
profession , .2 d

2. Confusion between theological and ethical objections

Most remarkable was a fear that chloroform could induce sexual arousal. Gream quoted the case
of a patient who 'drew an attendant to her to kiss as she was in the second s t a b of narcotism'.
There were other reports of erotic dreams which Tyler Smith said reduced the patient 'to the level
of the brute creation'.29 Even before Darwin, this phrase touched a raw nerve in Victorian
society. The utterance of obscene or disgusting language gave further ammunition to the
protesters, none more tellingly than the one who revealed his fear that 'delicate ladies will use
W,zhich it would be thou& impossible they should ever have had an opportunity of
hearing'
These objections owed nothing to religion as such but everything to the ethics of prudery that
were such a characteristic feature of Victorian soclety.
3. Confusion between theological and institutional objections

It has been pointed out that the argument at times smacked of the known rivalry between
obstetricians and surgeons. It was supremely enshrined in the hostility between Sunpson and
S p e , the Professor of Clinical Surgery at b b u r g h . This spilled over in an incident in which
both men disagreed violently after being called to a case by the family doctor: 'for a short time
the most distinguished surgeon and the most distinguished obstetrician in Britain stood
exchanging insults on the patient's doorstep' .'l
More obvious was the well-known rivalry between London and Edinburgh. This was rooted in
deep antipathies going back a long way, particularly between the English and Scottish Royal
Colleges. There was some migration of English students to obtain a Scottish MD with minimal
examination and no residence requirements (especially at St Andrew's). Thus on the appointment
of Simpson's Edinburgh colleague, James Syme, as Professor of Clinical Surgery at University
College, London, in 1847, the I~lncetasked petulantly: 'When Scotchmen have any good offices
to give away in Scotland, do they send to London for persons to occupy the vacant posts? No
indeed!'.I2
Then again Scomsh practice was different. Thus in London Snow used an mhaler, while in
b b w g h Simpson poured chloroform on to an absorbent material such as a folded
handkerchief, placed over nose and mouth. He was careful to check respiration as well as pulse.
And in Scotland chloroform was a lot cheaper owing to the lower excise duty on the ethanol from
which it was made. Ttus institutional rivalry goes far to explain Simpson's chfficulties without
resorting to mythical categories of religious opposition.
4. Confusion between achtal and anticipated objections

Simpson's own pamphlet looks much more like an attempt to head off suspected trouble in the
future than a reaction to attacks in the past. It was issued wirhin one month of his j r s t
announcement. No doubt there were rumblings of dissent among a few pious Scots but nothing
remotely bke an organised clerical opposition. Simpson's tract indicates not so much a wulent

oppos~tionas an over-sensitive worker trying to anticipate problems that might arise m the future.
It was actually written in one day while recovering from influenza.
5. Uncritical accepfance of unsubstarrriateddata
To account for over 30 major books perpetuating t h ~ slegend one needs to examine the detailed
documentation and discover the authorities kom whom the information was derived. It is a
remarkable fact that nearly all statements until quite recently rely on those made by a previous
generahon of authors, most of whom reproduce the material From even earlier allegations, though
without checking primary sources. To give but two examples, one witer of the 1960s reported
that Simpson was 'inundated with abusive letters from cranks, from clergymen and 60111
colleagues,33 but gives not a single reference in corroboration. Most recently, perhaps, is a
comment in a Tlie Daily Telegraph Saturday Supplement, where we are informed that the use of
chloroform 'immediately brought hinto conflict with Calvinists who opposed such use in pain
relief, and that it was he who 'persuaded the monarch to use chloroform for the buth of Prince
Leopold', a move which 'silenced his crit~cs'. Not only is this a tissue of unverified fiction but
the obstetrician is simply 'James Young', without even the correct surname!34
Many authors, if they bothered to identify their sources, could be seen to depend, directly or
indirectly, on statements in a book now much discredited as a serious history and recognised as
much more a polemical tract against organised religion. This IS the notorious Hislory of the
Warfbru hehveen Science and Theology by A D White, first appearing in 1896 and still available
in reprint fonn. White wrote:
'Sirnpson . . . was immediately met wrth a storm of opposition ... From pulpit after pulpit
Simpson's use of cNorofonn was denounced as impious and contrary to Holy Writ; . . . he
seemed about to be over~ome.'~
Close inspection of his remarks reveals just one reference to the early biography of Sunpson of
Duns whch, though quoting letters between Simpson and various doctors, is silent on
specifically clerical opposition (and indeed records the conversation between MUer and
Chalmers mentioned above). White makes no distinction between opposition from theological
sources and that on other grounds and, indeed, never even mentions Sunpson's own pamphlet on
the subject. HJSaccount is as one-sided and skewed as much of his other examples from 'history'.
6. The myth of religious opposiibnf i s well with the conflict thesis

In fact, White's book, Ilke another one by J W Llraper,I4 is today acknowledged as a controversial
manifesto masquerading as history. These two works are the chief literary manifestations of the
now notorious 'conflict thesis' that posited religion and science locked in a state of more or less
permanent warfare. Recent historical research has demonstrated not only the untenability of such
a thesis but also located its origins m the efforts of the Victorian scientific community to attract
public and government support and, in general, to keep its end up by crowing over the supposed
triumphs of Darwinism over the c h ~ r c h . ' Towards
~
the end of the nineteenth century there was
something perilously near to a conspiracy that failed in most respects but succeeded in
establishing an inaccurate view of history that has survived until very recently in the scholarly

world and is still the staple diet of ordinary people nourished by the mass media. It is a salutary
reminder of how easy it is to repeat uncritically concepts Ulat fit well into an existing framework
but are unsupported by empirical data, whether in Ule laboratory or the library The real
challenges to James Young Simpson, and his responses to them, are as important for our
understanding of the complex relationships between science and Christianity as they were for the
rise of medical anaesthesia.
Postscript
Of Simpson hunself little more needs to be s a d . He pursued a parallel career as Professor of
Antiquities at the Royal Scottish Academy. He received a baronetcy in 1866, and died four years
later, full of honours, where his civic funeral m Edinburgh was watched by up to 80,000 citizens.
Far from abandoning a Christian faith in old age he pursued it wih renewed energy after an
experience in the religious revival of 1859. Rarely can medicine and Christianity have been seen
more in hannony and less in conflict.''
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THE EARLY MANUFACTURE OF CHLOROFORM AND ETHER

Dr H A S Payne
Formerly Drug Registration Manager, Macfarlan Smith, Edinburgh
Introduction
Macfarlan Smith Ltd was formed by the amalgamation of several old Edinburgh pharmaceutical
c o m p a ~ e sincluding T & H Smith (founded in 1836), Duncan Flockhart & CO (founded in 1820)
and J F Macfarlan & CO (dating back to ca 1780 - as Moncrieffs Pharmacy). NI three companies
independently manufactured ether and chloroform and production only ceased at Macfarlan
Smith Ltd itself around 1981.
The arch~vesof the Company provide a useful source of mformat~on concerning the early
developments of these drugs and the people who developed them, but fust of all it is informative
to look at the medical scene in Edinburgh at the beguuung of the nineteenth century, when the
constituent companies of Macfarlan Smith were being founded The city was a much smaller
place then than it is now. Members of the medical profession, who themselves had probably
trained in Edinburgh were all acquainted with one another. They were also acquainted with the
apothecaries, many of whom had taken the Diploma of the Royal College of Surgeons. This was
certainly true of the companies named above.' At the meetings of the Royal Medical Society and
Edinburgh M e d i c o - C b g i c a l Society both groups would meet and almost certainly exchange
ideas.

Thomas Smith, the son of William Smith who owned a weaving business in Paisley, was born in
1807. He was educated at Edinburgh University and took the Licentiate of the Royal College of
Surgeons. After qualjfying he did not practise medicine but was far more interested in the
therapeutic action of drugs, in particular in the active principals derived from plant drugs. He
took over a pharmacy from his brother William in 1827 and set about establ~shinghimself as an
apothecary.
Henry Smith, who was three years younger than Thomas, followed in his brother's footsteps. He
trained as a surgeon and in 1830 opened a pharmacy not far kern his brother's premises. In 1836,
he and lus brother Thomas Smith joined forces and formed what was to be a very successful
partnerslup. Henry dealt with all business matters and Thomas was responsible for all technical
matters and for manufacture. Thus it was Thomas who d e ~ s e da manufacturing process for
morphme hydrochloride, based on Wilharn Gregory's original process, and later devised
chloroform and ether processes.

John Fletcher Macfarlan was born in 1790, the son of Alexander Macfarlan, a teacher. His father
apprenticed him to a druggist in Edinburgh, and later he took the Diploma of the Royal College
of Surgeons. Like Thomas Smith, he was more interested m drugs than in surgery, and in 1825

he was fortunate to be able to take over John MoncrieWs pharmacy where he had trained. One of
his principal products was laudanum and amongst his customers he numbered Thomas de
Quincy. In 1830 he took on David Rennie Brown as his assistant.
Brown had been born in 1808 and had trained as a surgeon, eventually becoming a ship's
surgeon. After one voyage, he retired from the sea and joined .lF Macfarlan. He proved to be an
extremely competent chemist and engineer and his practical skills contributed in large measure to
the Company's success. He too developed a process for morphine hydrochloride.

In the days before chemical engineering and even large-scale glassware, much skill was needed
to design and build equipment for drug manufacture. Both he and Thomas Smith became experts
in this field.
Duncao. Flockhart & CO)
John Duncan was born in 1780, the only son of a counhy surgeon. In 1794 he was apprenticed to
a druggist in the Lawnmarket of Edinburgh. He alone of those under discussion was not a
surgeon. After working in London for a period, he opened a pharmacy in Perth. Later he returned
to Edinburgh and fitted out a large shop on the North Bridge of the city m 1820. He had various
early partners but William Flockhart was the most long standing and in 1836 the Company
became 'Duncan, Flockhart & CO'. He was much involved with the Pharmaceutical Society and
was the first chairman of the North British Branch
William Flockhart was born in K i ~ o s in
s 1808. He was one of John Duncan's apprentices before
going on to sh~dymedicine and surgery. At the age of 22, he became a Licentiate of the Royal
College of Surgeons. A man of boundless energy, he was weU known in the city and maintained
his contacts at Surgeons Hall. He was also a leading member of the Pharmaceutical Society and
very successhlly managed the retail side of the business.

-

Chloroform Waldie's involvement
Whilst the events leading up to the evening of 4 November 1847 are well d o c ~ r n e n t e d . ~ ~ ~ s o m e
details from the archives can now be added. There is no doubt that on a visit to Edinburgh in
October 1847, David Waldie suggested to Simpson that he !q chlorofom as a substitute for
ether.' They had been fellow students together and if not close kiends they were probably more
than acquaintances David waldie7 had been born in Llnlithgow in 1813. He had hamed as a
surgeon and gained h ~ sDiploma in November 1831. Although two years younger than Sirnpson,
he had attended several classes with him. After qualifying, he practiced medicine and pharmacy
in Linlithgow for some 9 years and canied on h s chemical researches. The house in which he
was born and later practised medicine is still standing and bears a commemorative plaque erected
on the centenary of his birth. Eventually he decided to give up his medlcal practice and devote
himself to pharmacy.

In 1840, he took up an appointment at the Liverpool Company of Apothecaries where he later
became the chief chemist. Not long after beginning his new job, he received a prescription for
chloric ether from Dr R~chardFormby, a physician at Liverpool Royal Infiinary. The preparation

was being used as an antispasmodic. The drug was prepared by the method of the US
Dispensatory and comprised a solution of chloroform in spirit. The USD of 1889' describes this
as a 6% solut~onof chlorofonn but in a footnote suggests that early chloric ether contained one
third of chloroform by volume. The product proved to be inconsistent and often had a
disagreeable taste. Waldie succeeded in isolating pure chloroform and d~ssolved it in the
appropriate volume of alcohol to give a greatly improved preparation. Dunng Waldie's meeting
with Simpson, he had mentioned chloric ether and its use, but he told Simpson that he felt that
chloroform was a more Likely candidate. He also agreed to prepare some for Simpson after his
return to Liverpool. Unfortunately, during Waldie's absence, his laboratory had been burnt down
and he was in no position to fi~lfilhis obligation.
Without advising Simpson, he seems to have let the subject drop. In 1850 WaIdie went to India
and founded the company which became 'D Wald~e & CO'. There lie remained until his death i.n
1889. He is commemorated in Calcutta as a founder of the Indian chem~calindustry
The sourcing of chloroform
Simpson continued his search for an ether replacement, in particular for chloroform, and his two
n ' us that many of
assistants - Drs Keith and Duncan - helped in the search. Myrtle ~ i m ~ s o tells
the compounds tested came from Professor WiUiam Gregory's laboratories, and reports that Dr
Duncan had returned fiom there one day with many volatile liquids, includng chloroform.
The presence of chloroform in Gregory's laboratory comes as no surprise. During 1835, Gregory
had worked in the laboratory of Liebig at G~essen In 1832, Liebig had independently discovered
chloroform and called it perchloride of formyl. No doubt Gregory had made some on his return.
Dumas later characterised the substance and renamed it chloroform.
Simpson had also received a small sample of chloroform from Mr Hunter of Duncan Flockhart
(about 14ml). Simpson had sniffed the sample on anival and it had then been put aside as
unpromising. As the amount available seems to have been inadequate for the various mals which
were said to have taken place that evening, I would like to suggest that it was more likely that
Gregory's sample was the one found in the wastepaper basket on the night of 4 November 1847
and whch was used in the original trial session. Th.is proposal has also been put forward by
~ a m s e ~of' T & H Smith.
We know hat Hunter did make more chloroform for Simpson but the scale remained small and
there were problems with quality. Gregory hmself later became involved with chloroform
quality, publishing a paper on the subject In 1851. l 0
Additional information comes From W F Martin's unpublished H~sroryo j T & H smith: where
Martin relates events told to him by Mr Dey, an assistant to Dr Thomas Smith. Dey stated that
Simpson had first asked Thomas Smith to manufacture chloroform. Smith was busy improving
his morphine process but reluctantly set about making chloroform. Only a small amount was
produced and much less than Simpson had asked for. Smith, however, lacked interest and told
Simpson that no more time could be spared and telling hun to go back to D~mcanFlockhart.

The manufacture of chloroform
Hunter's initial problems may have arisen because of the quality of the spirit or the chloride of
lime. At any rate they were overcome sufficiently for Duncan Flockhart to supply the initial
demand for cldorofom. For a time, pure spirit was used and this seems to have worked
successfbUy. In 1851 Duncan Flockhart exhibited chloroform at the Great Exhibition and for it
they received a gold medal.
John Macfarlan had not been asked by Simpson to supply chloroform. The two were well
acquainted, however, and Simpson had a grievance with Macfarlan which still rankled. Macfarlan
was a member of the City Council that had elected Simpson to the Chair of Midwifery and he had
felt that Sirnpson was too young at 29 for the position, more especially as he was unmarried.
Simpson soon remedied the latter failing, but nonetheless Macfarlan voted against him."
Macfarlan, however, recogused a good product and soon David Rennie Brown had converted an
existing ether plant to produce chloroform. Brown is also credited with the first addition of
ethanol to chloroform as a stabiliser. Later his son (who succeeded him at J F Macfarlan)
introduced a method of vacuum &stillation.
There is co~res~ondence'~
in the archive between Dr C R A Wright of St Mary's Hospital,
Paddington and D B Dott of Macfarlan's. Wright, in reply to DoU, deals with the determination
of the level of methanol (derived from methylated spints) in chloroform using calcium chloride.
The correspondence shows the concern of the company to ensure that the chloroform was of high
quality. Wright and Dott corresponded on several topics including diamorphine, many years
before Bayer's heroin appeared.
Thomas Smith, realising that he had lost out to hmcan Flockhart and to J F Macfarlan, soon
turned his attention to chloroform and manufacture began in 1848. T & H Smith manufactured
until well into the 20" century and they mstalled new plant in 1944. In 1890, acetone was
introduced by Smith's as a replacement for alcohol, however some chloroform continued to be
made from spirit.
The Crimean and Franco-Prussian Wars created a demand for chloroform much of which came
from the Edinburgh Companies. Sirnpson himself paid for a supply of l000 doses to go to
Florence ~ i ~ h t i n ~ a l e . '
Ether

- The news comes to Britain

News from Boston of the use of ether anived on board the paddle steamer Acadia which docked
at Liverpool on 16 December 1846. It canied a letter to Dr Francis Boott, in London, from Dr
Bigelow who had been present at the Ether Dome during the famous demonstration. On 19
December 1846 Dr Boott administered ether to one Miss Lonsdale during the successful
extraction of a lower molar. In Dumfries on the afternoon of the same day, Dr William Fraser,
who had been ship's surgeon on the Acadia, assisted Dr William Scott who performed an
amputation also under ether anaesthesia. Baillie in his book From Boston 10 ~umfries" suggests

that Fraser had been present at the Ether Dome but this may not have been the case. The
operation was not a success.
More importantly, on 21 December 1846, after receiving a note from Boott, Professor Liston of
University College, using ether, carried out the amputation of the lower right limb of a Harley
Street butler one Frederick ~ h u r c h i l l . ~Simpson, who was keen to try this new drug, visited
Liston just aller Christmas. There he received a fust hand account of the procedure and he
himself used ether on 19 January 1847 to assist childbuth. [ts benefits were obvious and a local
source of the drug was urgently required.
The manufacture of ether
Records of the early manufacture of ether in Edinburgh are sparse but we know that it was
manufactured before chlorofom i.e. in 1847. The Fist description is by D B ~ o t t of' ~the J F
Macfarlan process of about 1860:
The ether house contained a number of lead stills heated by gas rings. These were charged
with sulphuric acid and spirit was added to them. The temperature was raised and the
ethyl hydrogen sulphate, so formed, reacted in turn with more spirit to give diethyl ether.
The product was distiUed off through a worm condenser which passed through the wall of
the building and the receiver for the crude ether stood outside. Both receiver and
condenser were made of copper. At the end of the distillation, the two men who operated
the stills would cany the receiver to the still room. For the second distillation a heating
jacket was used but there is no description of it. It was likely to have contmned hot water
or possibly hot sand.
Later Macfarlan's built a second series of stills heated by coke or coal. A sprit store was also
erected on the railway embankment which consisted of lead-lined wooden casks.
Macfarlan's high quality ether was vouched for by DT Thomas Keith at Edinburgh Royal
Infirmary and it was soon known as 'Keith's Ether'. This became his anaesthetic of choice; he
wrote a paper on its use and promoted it everywhere he went. Curiously enou
~t was made
from an inexpensive grade of methylated spirits and was quite a profitable product.

G,

The only lnfomation we have of Duncan Flockhart's manufacture, is their process of 1946."
Lead lined stiUs were used. Dwing the distillation, the ether was passed through two traps to
remove traces of sulphuric acid. Subsequent fractionation separated any ethanol from the ether
and after a M e r purification stage (not descr~bed)the ether was dned and redistilled.

Of the T & H Smith process we also know little. It was doubtless similar to the processes
described above. We do know, however, that in 185 1 Thomas Smith was using a mixture of spirit
and ether to prepare cantharidin solutions2 for the manufacture of blistering papers.

The end of manufacture

Ether and chloroform continued to be produced until 1981. As mentioned earlier, crude ether and
chloroform were by that time being bought in from other suppliers. Only the purification was
canied out at Macfarlan Smith. Africa was probably the only real market that remained and
shipping ether to Africa was always difficult. Since it was explosive it had to travel as deck cargo
and by the time it got there, there was often very little left in the bottles.
In conclus~on,one may suggest that the early development of inhalation anaesthesia owes much
to a group of Scottish doctors, surgeons and surgeon-apothecaries trained in the Royal Colleges
and the Medical School of Edinburgh. This is particularly the case with chloroform where
Simpson was able to rely on local companies to produce the required drug. The use of these
anaesthetics lasted for over 100 years until they were gradually replaced by modem, safer
substitutes.
These original companies survive today in the form of Macfarlan Smith Ltd whch stiU
manufactures the ancient remedies of morphine and codeine but also more recent drugs such as
fentanyl, alfentanyl and sufentanyl. Quality, as always, remains the prime concern.
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Archival material
Much of the archive takes the form of internal letters and memoranda, few of which are dated.
Authors can be frequently identified only by their handwriting. Two of my predecessors, W F
Martin and K C Reid, have collated much of the information and have dated items where
possible. It is the dates assigned by Reid which I have used when no other date was available.

THE HISTORY OF IMPURITIES IN I NHALATIONAL ANAESTHETIC AGENTS
Dr D Zuck, Past President, &story of Anaesthesia Society
The first general anaesthetic administered in England for a surgical operation was on Monday, 21
December 1846, at University ColJege Hospital, in Gower Street. The surgeon was Robert
Liston, the anaesthetic diethyl ether, and fortunately all went smoothly. Liston, a s the reports
have it, was very enthusiastic about what he called 'this Yankee dodge'. But, as the late Richard
Ellis, an outstanding historian of the period, pointed out, within a short time there had been a
sufficient n~unberof failures to anaesthetise patients, or for the induction to take such an
interminably long time, for Liston to consider abandoning general anaesthesia.' Since he could
amputate a leg in 30 seconds, why should he have to wait perhaps for as long as half an hour,
before he could start this brief operation? In his case h s reaction is understandable, but
unwittingly he was the prototype of the sort of impatient surgeon that the older anaestl?etists
among us will remember 6om the days when inhalational inductions were routine - devoid of any
knowledge of physiology, and completely unable to understand that it took time to induce general
anaesthesia to the required depth, to get the patient to breathe the lighly irritant ether, and to
build up an adequate partial presswe m the blood and the brain.
Dick Ellis credited John Robinson, the dentist who adrmn~steredthe first ether anaesthetic, with
persisting until general anaesthesia became accepted, but surely the credit really belongs to the
man who became the first specialist anaesthetist and lald the scientific foundations of the
specially, John Snow. Snow directed attenllon to the ~nadequacyof the vaporizers in general use,
being made of glass, a poor conductor of heat: and to the narrowness of the bore of the tubing
the patient was required to breathe through. Also he polnted out the importance of using ether of
the highest purity. Lu many cases failure to anaesthetise could be attributed to the use of ether
contaminated with alcohol, and in his monograph published in September 1847 he devoted two
pages to this subject.' He pointed out that the presence of alcohol would alter both the boiling
point and the specific gravity of the liquid, and also what he called the elastic force of its vapour
at all temperatures, by which he meant what we call today its saturated vapour pressure. He
described how the alcohol could be removed by shaking the ether with twice its volume of water,
letting it stand for a few minutes to allow the ether to separate as a layer at the top, then decanting
this, and leaving the alcohol in the water below. Some ether would be lost in the water, and some
water would remain in the ether, but he thought t h ~ slatter an advantage, because it made the
vapour more bland and less irritating.
Tests for purity: the Government Chemist
So very early on, the importance of purity, and some physical tests for contamination, were being
set out. These physical tests went back a long way. Towards the end of the 17th century the
French physicist Guillaurne Amontons showed, using his improved version of Galileo's
thermometer, that the boiling polnt of water was constant, and Fahrenheit, a little later, using his
mercury in glass thermometer, extended this observation to other liquids. Specific gravity, of
course, goes back to Archimedes, in the 3rd century BC, and the hydrometer possibly to the 5th
century AD. By the second half of the 1840s the hydrometer was being used intensively in the
newly established Deparment of the Government he mist.^

When I first came to know about this Depamnent, which was established in 1842, and
accommodated for some years in Somerset House, and with John Snow's work on cholera at the
back of my mind, I naively assumed that it had been set up to monitor the cleanliness of drinking
water and the purity and safety of foods, but 1 was soon disabused. Ln the words of the authors of
the most excellent history of this Department, cheating the public, by the adulteration of foods, is
one thing, but defrauding the Revenue is quite another. The real purpose of the Deparhnent was
to detect various scams, relating, among other things, to what was called 'drawback,' whereby
duty paid on imports such as tobacco or spirits was refunded on export. Since the drawback was
calculated on bulk, handsome profits could be made by dilution or adulteration. Tne Departmenf
or Laboratory of the Govenunent Chemist as it became, is mentioned because of one or two
tangential contacts with the history of anaesthes~a.
Before 1855, all spirits of any kind, home-distilled or ~mported,and used for whatever purpose,
were liable to duty. This made certain British alcohol-based products uncompetitive as against
those manufactured abroad then imported duty-free, and in 1853 a British manufacturer applied
for permission to use spirit for industrial purposes, free of tax. The Government Chemist, George
Phillips, a remarkable man, an excise officer who became a self-taught chemist and grew with the
job, was asked to look into the possibility of rendering alcohol undrinkable yet suitable for
manufacturing use, and, to cut a long story short, he came up with methylated spirits. The
sipficance of this for anaesthesia we shall see shortly.
The other involvement of the Government Chemist, around the late 1880s, even more tangential,
was to advise on the widespread practice of ether dr~nlungin ~ r e l a n d .This
~
practice had
originated among those who had signed an abstinence pledge and wished, since ether was not an
alcohol, to get drunk with a clear conscience. Also, with a government clamp-down on illicit
distilleries, it provided the best substitute for poteen. It is reported that a member of the
Laboratory's staff consumed some ether and c o n f i e d that it did cause intoxication. As a result,
m 1890 ether was classified as a poison under the Sale of Poisons (Ireland) Act of 1870.
Returning to John Snow, consistency in the physical properties of the ether he was using had for
him another importance. Within three weeks of witnessing his first anaesthetic, which was on 28
l
asserting that it was as
December 1846, he published a paper In the London M c d ~ a Gazet~c
~mportantfor the adminispator to know how much anaesthet~cthe patient was getting as it was
with the dosage of any other medicament, and Ire offered a method of determining this. He
produced a table showing the uptake of ether at different temperatures into a constant volume of
air, and his idea was to peg the maximum concentration by fixing the vaporisation temperature,
then to lower the concenbation of the Inhaled mixture as necessary by admitting additional air.
Within one more week he produced lis Fust vaponser, a small metal chamber, with a breathing
tube, non-return valve, and mouthpiece. The ether chamber was ~mrnersedin a basin of water at
the chosen temperature, and the vapour could be diluted by rotating the collar on the ferrule near
the mouthpiece, to open or close an air hole. Close readmg of Snow's paper shows that initially
he derived his table from a paper by Andrew Ure of 1819, whlch itself was derived from one
produced by John Dalton. Dalton, from his meteorological studies, origmated the idea of
saturated vapour pressure, and it is surprising to Fmd that he had published a table that included
the SVP of ether as early as 1808.~He also went to great lengths to specify the physical
properties of pure ether, and suppliers kom whom it could reliably be obtained.

So John Snow's modus operand; depended on the purity of his ether, and at fust he described
only physical tests. Later, when writing about chlorofonn. which within a year almost completely
displaced ether until the 1870s, and amylene, which he used for a short while in the mid-1850s
until he had a death, he described chemical tests also for what he called adulterations. Libnus
paper would demonstrate the presence of hydrochloric acid, and barium nitrate that of sulphuric
acid by the precipitation of barium sulphate. Such chemical tests were not new to him. It has
recently been discovered from some writings of one of his brothers, that from the age of nineteen
John Snow distilled, and tested chemically for impurities, every drop of water that he drank
during the rest of his life. Obsessed may be a strong word, but it seems likely that his later work
on the role of water in the communication of cholera, was influenced by thls pracbce.
Preparation of ether
Diethyl ether was prepared by reactlng ethyl alcohol with sulphuric a c ~ dIn effect a molecule of
water was removcd from two molecules of alcohol, which combined to produce the ether. So
among those disadvantaged by the duty on alcohol were the pharmaceutical houses that
manufactured ether. Bot ether could also be prepared, by the same reaction, 6om industrial
alcohol, or methylated spirits, though of course it would contain derivatives of the methyl alcohol
in the 5% wood naphtha which was added to render it duty free. These derivatives included
methyl ether and methyl-ethyl ether. These had a lower boiling point and specific gravity than
diethyl ether, so the so-called 'methylated ether', compared with the ether prepared 6orn pure
alcohol, was similarly disadvantaged. But ether prepared from meths was one third the price of
that prepared from pure alcohol, and the effectiveness and safety of one compared with the other
was a large bone of contention among anaesthetists for many years.
It was recognised that what was called ether-meths might contain imp~uitiesthat would not be
present in ether pure, and by the end of the 19th century the anaesthetics textbooks, in succeeding
editions, were emphasizing more and more the importance of impurities in both ether and
chloroforni, and devoting several pages to tests for them. Buxton, of University College Hospital,
in his textbook, devoted three pages, and Hewitt, the other principal figure, who anaesthetised
Edward V11 for drainage of lus appendix abscess, in his, spent four pages on ether impurities
alone. Buxton Listed seven different pharmacopoeal preparations of ether, two prepared from
rectified spirit and five from methylated,7 which were distinguished w~thineach group by their
specific gravity Hewitt specified ether purificatus, prepared from pure rectified spirit, specific
gravity between 0.72 and 0.722, and rectified ether, manufactured 6om meths, specific gravity
0.72, as suitable for inhalational anaesthesia.' In anaesthetic ether it should not be possible to
smell any foreign odour, it should evaporate without leaving either a smell or a residue, and it
should be tested for, and be free from, water, free acid, aldehydes, notably formaldehyde and
acetaldehyde, and peroxides.
Hewin himself used methylated ether. He circularised all the London anaesthetists, and got 5 3
replies, which must have been a very high percentage, as there were probably not many more
than 100 specialist anaesthetists in the whole counhy at the time. Of the 53, 14 used ether
purificatus only, 28 used methylated ether, and I I used both. Hewitt was convinced that with
proper preparation methylated ether was indistinguishable in its action and afler-effects from that
prepared from dutiable spirit. He went on to say, with what has a very contemporary ring, that

representations about the inexpediency of taxing such drugs as ether and chloroform to the extent

of 200% of their value had been made to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, but in vain. It took
nearly another twenty years, the price of ether pure having become prohibitive, before the Board
of Customs and Excise allowed the use of duty-free ethyl alcohol for the manufacture of
anaesthetic ether.
Storage

Of course it was recogmsed that impurities could arise during storage as well as dur~ng
manufacture, and measures to minimise predisposing factors included storage in dark,
conventionally brown, bottles for ether, peen for chloroform, or in cans plated ins~dewith copper
for its anti-catalyst action. Other additives suggested included hydroquinone. The delivery tube
and cowl of the Boyle's bottle, the vaporiser on the standard anaesthetic machine until recently,
was made of copper, and the reason for the difference between this and the chromium plated one
used for chloroform or trichlorethylene was a regular catch question in the examination; and ~t
can be stated from personal experience that the tests For irnpur~tiesin ether and chloroform were
st~llbasic knowledge required from candidates for the spec~alistqualificat~on,the Diploma in
Anaesthetics, at the end of d ~ e1940s.~Peroxides were tested for by shaking the ether with a 10%
aqueous solution of potassium iodide; even 5 parts per rmllion would turn it yellow. For
aldehydes, a yellow colour would be produced immediately with Nessler's solution. Julius
Nessler (1827-1905) was a German agnculhual chemist. He described his solution, which
provides a sensitive test for free or bound ammonia, in 1852. Presumably it worked also for
aldehydes, since the information is referenced, and repeated in successwe editions.
Nitrous Odde

We h o w from his writings that Humphry Davy was alert to the impur~tiesthat might be present
in the nitrous oxide he was preparing from sunmoniuln nitrate, and that he was also aware of the
need to limit the temperahue to which he heated it. He identified nitnc oxide, whch he called
nitrous air, as a contaminant, and recommended that it be removed by bubbling through a
solution of ferrous sulphate.
When nitrous ox~dewas introduced into the UK as an anaesthetic agent in the late 1860s it was
for several years prepared on the site of admtnisaation, using a generator of one sort or another,
Sprague's, SS White's, or ~ s h ' s . " All of Uiese had a train of wash bottles, containing water,
ferrous sulphate, and potassium hydroxide, through which the gas was bubbled. When
compressed liquefied gas became available in cylinders in the early 1870s, the main anxiety was
not about impurities, but that the cylinder might explode. Hewitt, in his textbook, around the turn
of the century, drew attention to the danger of ~mpw~ties,
and there were one or two deaths under
anaesthesia where the possib~lityof contaminat~onwas invoked
In the US there were large hospitals where nitrous oxide was generated on site up to about 1920,
and occasionally suspicion was expressed that respiratory complications in small clusters of
patients were due to impurities, especially ammonia; the importance of usi.ng pure ammonium
nitrate was stressed. Ln the UK the British Oxygen Company (BOC) built a new plant in
Wembley, opened in 1925, to produce specially pure and dry nitrous oxide for use as an

anaesthetic. Until the start of World War 2 every nitrous oxide cylinder bore a guarantee of the
purity of its contents. Water had been a problem for many years; it caused cylinder valves to
freeze and impede the flow of gas, and it was not unknown for a small lighted spirit lamp to be
hung next to the valve to keep it 6om freezing up, even when ether was the main anaesthetic
agent.
Contaminated cylinders
For some forty years BOC supplied cyhders of pure nitrous oxide without mishap. Then one
morning in September 1966, at Bristol General Hospital, a woman aged 39 was anaesthetised for
a hysterectomy. Afler a routine induction she was being ventilated with a standard mixture of
nitrous oxide and oxygen, the nitrous oxide coming from a previously unused cylinder. Within
three minutes it was observed that she was slightly cyanosed, so the oxygen percentage was
increased; but her condition continued to deteriorate, and after six minutes the cyanosis had
deepened, was not improved by ventilation with 100% oxygen, and she looked very ill. Her blood
pressure was 75/60, pulse 90. Coronary thrombosis or pulmonary embolism was suspected, and it
was thought advisable not to allow her to regain consciousness, especially since she was fully
curarised, but to investigate by ECG and chest X-ray, so she continued to be ventilated W-th 50%
nitrous oxide and oxygen. Some blood was taken, which lookcd distinctly brown. An hour and
three quarters after the start of the anaesthetic she was sent to the X-ray department and
ventilated from a different machine.
The next patient on the list was sent for, and after the same routine induction she immediately
started to become cyanosed. At this point the anaesthetist realised that he was dealing with
poisoning of some sort, so the nitrous oxide was turned off and another machine was sent for,
from which she was ventilated with 100% oxygen. Blood was taken, and the laboratory was
asked to examine the blood of the fust patient also for abnormal haemoglobin. The report came
back quickly, that both specimens contained methaernoglobin, a form of haemoglobin in which
the iron has been oxidised from the ferrous to the ferric form. This results in a change in colour
from red to brown, and of the absorption spectrum, and a marked stufl of the oxygen dissociation
curve to the left, so that the blood ceases to function as a reversible oxygen carrier An
intravenous injection of 10 m1 of 1% methylene blue, a powerful reducing agent, to both patients
hlmed them bright pink within 90 seconds," and the second began to improve, her blood
pressure rising to normal. Apart from some hours of mild respiratory distress she made an
uneventful recovery. The first lady, who had been ventdated for much longer, was mansferred to
the Intensive Care Unit, but she developed pulmonary oedema, her lungs became increasingly
dificult to inflate, and she suffered an ineversible cardiac arrest. The reporting of these cases led
to reassessment of a post-operative death that had occurred at Plymouth two days earlier, a doctor
aged 64, in whom the cyanosis and pulmonary complications had been atbibuted to a medical
complication, but were now recognised to be the same in origin as the cases in ~ristol."
Investigations
All the drugs that both Bristol patients had received were investigated by the manufachuers, and
BOC quickly reported distinct contamination of the nitrous oxllde by hgher nitrogen oxides,
notably nitric oxide. Those in practice at that time will remember that all the nitrous oxide

cylinders throughout Southern England were withdrawn, because there was no way of
determining at which depot, and during wtuch day and s M , any cylinder had been filled. In all,
16,400 cylinders were removed and tested, and some 250 were found to be contaminated. It was
nearly a fortnight before normal supplies were restored, and during that time anaesthetists tried to
keep the semce gomg with local, regional, and spinal methods. With admirable speed BOC
introduced a labelling system that showed at which depot, and during which day and shift, every
cylinder had been filled, so avoiding the need for wholesale wthdrawal in the event of a batch
failure in the future.
Eight months later the British Journal of Anaeslhesia devoted a whole issue to the event." This
included a deta~ledaccount of the two cases, and reports based on a research progamrne carried
out at Leeds. Among these were papers on the chemistry of the higher oxides of nitrogen, and
their effects on the dog. Primarily this was the very rapid formation of methaemoglob~n,the
absorption of only 200 cc of the higher oxides, which come off h s t when the cylinder is opened,
being all that was required to convert 95% of the haemoglobin. A parallel was drawn between the
combination of carbon monoxide with haernodobin. Also there was damage to the mucosa of the
tracheo-bronchal tree, and the development of broncho-pneumonia wh~chbore similarities to the
acid aspiration syndrome, and was attributed to the formation of nitrous and nitric acids from the
solution of the nitrogen oxldes. Older anaesthetists will remember that before piped gases became
universal it was the practice to open nibous oxide cylinders and blow them off for a few seconds
before connecting to the anaesthetic machine.

BOC traced the soiuce of the impurities to a two-hour period of overheating of the ammonium
niwate. This, because of the combination of system fa~luresthat are typical of such catastrophes,
failed to be detected. An indicator solution had been incorrectly prepared, and a back-up
electronic device was defec~ive.'~
Against the background of this tragedy, the subsequent
discovery of the role of nitric oxide as a physiological transmitter, and its growing therapeutic
use, was more than a l~ttleunexpected.
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CHEMICAL AND CLINICAL RESEARCH IN 'I'HE EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF
INTRAVENOUS ANAESTHETICS
Dr F E Bennerts
Retired Consultant Anaesthetist, Medway District, Kent
Tnis brief review is intended to acknowledge some at least, of the achievements of industrial and
academic chemists of the late 19th and early 20th centuries - as well as hose of our medical
forebears - in bringmg new, safe and satisfactory intravenous agents to clinical practice A vital
factor in the early stages of this progress was the parallel development of syringes and other
apparatus for its administration - but that is a subject in its own right!
It was quickly realised, even during the very earliest days of anaesthesia - the 1840s - that Inhaled
drugs had to be canied from the lungs to the brain by the circulation and that it might be
advantageous to short-circuit the system by injechng the active agent directly into the
bloodstream. This would avoid tl~eobvious difficulty of introducing irritating vapours into the
respiratory tract. Effective intravenous anaesthesia, however, took a surprisingly long time to
appear, but durulg the late 1800s and early 1900s attempts were made using the existing agents,
opiates, ether and chloroform. Opiates (and opioids), so important to today's anaesthetists, were
abandoned due to the prolonged respiratory depression they produce, but trials in continental
centres and in Britain, of infusing liquid ether or chloroform by the intravenous route met with
limited s u ~ c e s s . The
' ~ necessity for dilution - down to something of the order of 5% in solution meant giving very large quantities of fluid during operations of any length, virtually drowrung the
patient, and the problems of toxicity @ossibly often related to drug impurities) also limited their
use. I will return later to the use of intravenous ether and chloroform.

Chloral hydrate
The first of the 'new' drugs to be tried out as an intravenous anaesthetic was chloral, or its more
soluble derivative chloral hydrate. Chloral had been synthesised by Justus Liebig in Germany in
1832, well before the discovery of anaesthesia, but it was not till the 1860s that the German
chemist, pharmacologist and med~calpractitioner Rudolf Buchheim and his students canied out
experiments with chloral m animals and then in patients, finding that it had an hypnotic effecL5
Strangely enough, their discovery - the first synthetic hypnotic - which one would think would
have been really lrnportant at that time, was not published until after a rival worker had stolen
their thunder.
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This was the Berlin-based chemist, pathologist and pharmacologist Oscar Liebreicht - a former
pupil of the great pathologist Virchow. Liebreicht announced his discovery of the hypnotic
effects of chloral at a meeting of the Berlin Medical Society on 2 June 1869. A number of
European publications immediately followed, including reports by Sir Benjamin Ward
Richardson in the London Medical Tinles and Gazette during the same year, and shortly after in
the Pharmaceutical ~ o u r n a l (Anaesthetic
.~~
colleagues will have noted the Erequency of
Richardson's conhibutions to early anaesthesia). The results of Llebreicht's animal experiments from subcutaneous, and perhaps intraperitoneal injection as well as oral medication, caused him
to describe chloral hydrate not only as a new hypnotic but also as an anaesthetic and it appears
that he took out a 'use-patent' for it as an anaesthetic agent.
Chloral was manufachued by prolonged exposure of absolute alcohol to chlorine gas, gi\ing
hydrochloric acid and the aldehyde chloral as an oily liquid. Tlus was then distilled 6om
sulphuric acid, water was carehlly added and chloral hydrate precipitated as a solid to be
recrystallised for the elimination of impurities. The immediate demand for the agent in the 1870s
necessitated large-scale commercial production and Liebreicht sought the assistance of Carl
Alexander Martius. Martius studied chemistry in Germany under Liebig and in 1862 came to
London to work under Auyst Hofinann, then Professor at the Royal College of Chemistry
(situated between Oxford Sweet and Hanover
He later returned as Hofmann's assistant
to Berlin where he set up a chemical plant with Paul Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, the son of the
composer Felix Mendelssohn. In 1873 this fum was renamed Akhengesellsch& Eu
Aruhnfabrikation, better known as its acronym, AGFA, later amalgamating again to form part of
IG Farbenindustrie. Martius was one of the founders of the German Chemical Society and was
active in promoting the chemical industry in pre-First World war erm man^.^
Returning to the putative anaesthetic, chloral hydrate, it seems that in spite of, or perhaps
because of the German invasion of France during the 1870 Franco-Pmssian War, Liebrelcht's
contemporary Berlin publication, with its claim of anaesthetic activity for chloral, was read by a
Bordeaux surgeon, Pierre Cyprien Orb. (Figure 1) After some auimal experimentat~on, Ore, in
1872, is acknowledged to have been the first to attempt intravenous administration of chloral to a
human patient, and it is clear that his original purpose was to produce sedation rather than
anaesthesia in cases of convulsions from tetanus and strychnine poisoning.''
In February 1874 he successfully treated a case of tetanus with intravenous chloral, and by
chance found he was able to perform a minor surgical procedure without reaction from the
patient. Thus encouraged, three months later he used Intravenous chloral hydrate to satisfactorily
anaesthetise an 18 year old man for the removal of a sequestrum, and at the end of that year was
able to claim the successful use of the agent in 14 surgical
Ore's pioneering work
was widely publicised and attracted disciples in several European counhies. The news of
chloral's anaesthetic properties also spread to South America. In Lima, Peru, a Dr Alarco claimed
that he had been the first, in 1876, to give chloral intravenously to a human patient - again for the
Beatment of tetanus, but primacy was vigorously disputed by
His detractors in the French
and British medical press pointed to the incidence of venous thrombosis and haematuria caused
by the new drug but, with hindsight, it may well be that some at least of the apparent toxicity as
with so many agents of the time - was due to impurities. As evidence of tlus, the Martius plant in

-

Figure I.
Pierre Cyprien On5
Berlin was producing chloral h drate to a superior and consistent specification compared with
that of other European plants. Y Perhaps due to toxicity reports, enthusiasm for the technique
rapidly diminished and even Liebreicht had to acknowledge that chloral had no future as an
anaesthetic.
Hedonal
Continental chemists were responsrble for the introductron and investigation of a number of other
new agents with potential anaesthetic properties during the period between the Franco-Prussian
and the First World Wars. In 1885, Oswald Schmiedeberg, a founder-figure of German
expenrnental pharmacology, studied urethane and its derivative ethylurethane which was found
to have a weak hypnotic effect. He proposed that the replacement of the ethyl group with a lugher
molecular weight chain might produce a more active substance." The suggestion was followed
up in 1899 by Dresser in Munich who substituted methylpropyl carbinol for the ethyl
The new substance was called Hedonal and did indeed have a more profound hypnotic effect.
Charles Adams, the author of the first standard work on intravenous anaesthesia, described
Hedonal as 'the first anesthetic agent for intravenous administration that produced fairly adequate
surgical anesthesia with a moderate degree of safety.'15

.-,

I don't know anything about Russian
contribuhons to chemical research, but in
anaesthesia we have seen little or no innovation
from that great country since the Revolution. So
it is interesting to note that a pupil of
Schniedeberg, Nikolas Krawkow of St
Petersburg, was attracted by the hypnotic and
sedative properties of Hedonal, and in 1901
prescribed it for oral use by his patients.'6
Meanwhile, during the early 1900s, as mentioned
earlier, a Wiirzburg surgeon, Ludwig Burkhardt,
began to adrmnister chloroform, and latcr ether,
intravenously in dilute form as an infusion for
clinical anaesthesia, fist publishing his results in
1909.' International interest in the technique
developed and, by 1912 in London for example,
Felix Rood, an Assistant Anaesthetist at
University College Hospital, was able to report a
successful series of 297 ether infusion cases."
(Figure 2)
Hearing of Burkhardt's work, Krawkow realised
that Hedonal might also produce anaesthesia if
given by intravenous injection and, with
colleagues at St Petersbwg, canied out successful
experiments in dogs using Hedonal in saline."
Deep surgical anaesthesia with good recovery was
obtained, and in 1909 the first patient, an elderly
man with a malignant lesion of the leg, received
Hedonal as an intravenous general anaesthetic
administered by Krawkow's assistant, Jeremisch.
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Three grams of the drug given by mouth 1 % hours preoperatively resulted in sleep, but - in the
time-honoured way of anaesthetists (and nurses) - he was awakened for induction which was
canied out by the rapid l d s i o n of 2751111 of 0.75% Hedonal in saline. S~ugicalanaesthesia was
achieved in four minutes without exc~tement;heart rate and breathmg remained regular, and two
fiuther smaller infusions - 75mI and 25ml were needed to maintain anaesthesia. The patient
recovered without nausea or vomiting after six hours of postoperative sleep. This achievement
was reported to a Russian Surgical Congress twelve days later and accounts of other satisfactory
cases quickly fo~lowed.'~Enthusiasm for the drug and for its use by the inhavenous technique
spread rapidly back fiom Russia to Germany and to Britain, where in 1912 Charles Page of St
Thornas's Hospital, London was able to present the results 6om 200 Hedonal cases.19 He was
quickly followed by a number of other UK worker^.^^-^' It is interesting to note how many active
and innovative British anaesthetists there were at h s time; ether and Hedonal by intravenous
infusion were being used in practice not only in London but in several other large centres.

-

Hedonal was manufactured by the German Bayer Company who probably ensured hgh quality
production, lessening the likelihood of side effects due to impurities. It IS probable that a
manufacturing plant also existed in Russia as, due to the lack of ether and chloroform, Hedonal
anaesthesia was w~delyused there during the First World
Non-availability in the Western
Nlied countries d u ~ the
g war and the arrival of better drugs soon after, probably prevented
further interest m the agent. By the standards of the ttrne relatively few problems appeared to
arise with careful Hedonal anaesthesia, but post-rnortems From the 10-20% of patients who could
then be expected 10 die after surgery and anaesthesia, showed that pulmonary oedema from the
excessive quantities of intravenous fluid necessitated by the technique was occasionally the cause
of death.
Paraldebyde and lsopral
Other drugs produced beFore the 1914-18 War were found to have hypnotic and even anaesthetic
properties, some proceeding to human trials by a few enthusiasts. Such enterprise would, of
course, be quite imposstble today, but then, after mirumal laboratory and animal experimentation,
it was quite possible to by out new preparations in patients, the very old or the very ill being
usually selected as the first to experience the new agent. paraldehydeZS and Isopral (hichlorisopropyl a l ~ o h o l ) were
~ . ~ ~investigated as potential intravenous anaesthetics with some
success but the advent of the First World War dubited progress. With the exception of a small
number of hardy enthusiasts there are few records of intravenous anaesthesia being practised
under battlefield con&tions.
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Barbiturates - Somnifene
And so we turn 10 the rust really important innovation in intravenous anaesthesia, the
barbiturates. Barbituric acid was fist prepared in 1864 by the great German chemist Adolph von
Baeyer, a Nobel Prize-wher for chemistry in 1905. Baeyer and his colleagues were apparently
celebrating their discovery in a Berlin tavern frequented by artillery officers who were
commemorating the patron saint of gunners - St Barbara. An artilleryman combined the words
Barbara and urea and so the name is said to have originated.
Barbituric actd itself has Little pharmacological activity and almost 40 years were to elapse after
its original synthesis before Emil Fischer (Professor of Chemistry in Berlin and also a Nobel
Prize winner) and Dilthey re-examined the properties of a substitution product - &ethyl barbituric
acid, later known as barbitone, barbital or Veronal - which had been origmally prepared in 1882.
Fischer, the chemist, and von Mering, a physician from Halle reported in 1903 on the clinical use
by mouth, of this 'new class of hypnotics' whch, due to their insolubility, were slow in onset of
action and had unduly prolonged effects malung them unsuitable for intravenous anaesthesia.*'

Coinciding with the end of the 1914-18 War, Lhe Swiss firm, Hohann-La Roche of Basle,
produccd several diethylamhe-barbiturate combination compounds which were substantially
more soluble than the pre-existing drugs. Pharmacological work by Redonnet at the University
of ~urich*'and by Wiki at ~ e n e v a ; using
~
dogs, frogs and rabbits, showed that two of these
compounds in terms of rapidity of action, lack of tissue toxicity and uncomplicated recovery were worth further investigation. An antiemetic affect against morphine was also discovered.

-

A combination product of two usable compounds, given the name Somrufene, was tned out as

oral medication in patients by the Zurich physician, Liebemann, with satisfactory results which
he reported in 1 9 2 0 . ' ~ Later that year. Daniel Bardet, a Parisian phys~cian,gave a preliminary
paper describing the intravenous use of Somnifene in 14 patients, as a premedicant, for
postoperative sedation and, as an adjuvant to standard anaesthesia. IJI one case minor surgery
was carried out using Somnifene alone." A few months later, in 1921, the Bardets, father and
son, gave a more detailed account of the use of these barbiturates mtravenously in human
patients.24As a result of these preliminary studies, a group of Paris workers tried out inh-avenous
Somnifene d u g the next two or three years as an anaesthetic for obstetric deliveries and for
general surgery, and also canied out detailed distribution and elimination s t ~ d i e s . ' For
~~~~
surgery, opiate premedication was the rule and chloroform and ether additions were occasionally
required at incision and peritonea1 closure, but good operative cond~tionscould generally be
produced. Pain bee delivery in mothers anaesthetised in@avenouslywas easily obtained, but slow
recovery over several hours was more of a disadvantage here than in the surgical patients.
Further work showed that better results and somewhat quicker recovery could be obtained by
eliminating one component of the Somnifene combination and using only the diethylamine
derivative of allylisopropyl b a r b i t ~ r a t e . ~ ~
Hexobarbitone, thiopentone
By this time, the mid 1920s, it was evident that solubility and potency - permitting an appropriate
dose to be contained in a small, readily injectable volume plus rapid biometabolism for speedy
recovery, were going to be vital characteristics for any clinicaUy and commercially successful
intravenous barbiturate anaesthetic. Industrial chemists in Europe and the USA began targeted
research resulting in a series of candidates, at least a dozen of which reached clinical use during
the inter-war period. Many fell by the wayside, including the German Bayer drug Evipan
(Iiexobarbitone) introduced in 1932 by the chemist Helmuth ~ e e s e . ~Witlun
'
six months of its
availabil~tyit is said that 100,000 patients had been anaesthetised with it and by the end of the
2nd World War it had been given to 10 million patients. The German origin of hexobarbitone
may have been to some degree responsible for the post-war lack of world-wide acceptance of this
otherwise well-liked drug.

-

In the late 1920s, Volwiller and Tabern, Abbon Laboratories workers in Chicago, produced
butobarbitone - methyl butyl barbituric acid (Nembutal was the soluble sodium salt), and while
this proved to be a good oral hypnotic, slowness of action limited its value as an intravenous
anae~thetic.'~
The introduction of a sulphur atom into the 2 position was a key factor in lessening
the duration of action in the body, while, in alkaline conditions, the sodium salt was reasonably
so~uble.'~The new agent, thiopentone, began trials in two American centres in 1934, at Madison,
Wisconsin - Ralph Waters' headqitarters and at the Mayo Clinic with John S Lundy.

Early clinical reports came From both American and British hospitals and although Waters was In
fact the first to anaesthetise a patient with thiopentone, Lundy was the first to publish. A
substantial proportion of the early clinical experience was provlded by Br~tishworkers - Jarman
and Abel in on don.'"' In spite of unnecessary scaremongering following the use of Pentothal
(and Evipan) for some of the casualties from the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941,
tluopentone became, during the 20 years after its synthesis, an accepted standard induction agent
throughout the world.
Barbiturates, of course, are good, short-acting hypnotics but they have little or no analgesic action
and often need reinforcement by other agents - inhalational anaesthetics, opioids or local
anaesthesia - when used for anaesthesia for anytlung other than minimally invasive surgery. So,
at the end of the period under review - the first 100 years of anaesthesia, 1846-1946, during
whch an immense amount of work had been canied out towards formulating a practical general
purpose ~nbavenousanaesthetic - that dream had yet to be fulfilled and (arguably) this remains so
today, partly due to our continuing inabil~tyto measure - on-line and in 'real time' - circulating
blood levels of intravenous anaesthetic agents, or to reliably quantify what is generally
understood as the 'depth' of anaesthesia.
The debt of anaesthesia to chemistry

l would like to end by an appreciation of our chemist colleagues It is obvious that anaesthetists
can do nothng without the drug-tools of their trade. Looking back on the history of intravenous
anaesthesia demonstrates, (perhaps more clearly in this area than in many others,) how deeply we
and our patients are indebted to the fraternity of chemists and pharmacologists - both in
commerce and academia - for the innovations T have discussed (and many more), and particularly
for those allowing easy and speedy production of unconsciousness which we now take for
granted. Whde the 50 years following those I have discussed, kom the end of the 2nd World War
to the present day, have produced further progess, perfechon has - in my view - yet to be
achieved. We thank you for the advances and new products of the past; and look forward to even
greater things.
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AN ARDENT NATURALIST WILLIAM RUSSELL NOTCUTT (1774? -1800): CHEMIST, BOTANIST
AND ONE OF D A W ' S FIRST NITROUS OXIDE SUBJECTS.*
Mr J Birtwhistle
Visiting Lecturer, U ~ v e r s l t yof Sheffield
Humphry Davy's nib-ous oxide subjects were not a neutral or random group. Rather, they were
drawn from his acquaintance, patrons and collaborators - people he wished to impress with his
results.' In the lives of these subjects we can therefore glimpse the cultural setting of his
experiments. It was an illustrious group: out of forty subjects who can be identfied, fifteen have
entries In the Dlc/ionary of Nalional Biography and another nine were offspring or spouses of
people with entries. Here is an attempt to shed light on one of the more obscure names.

A non-conformist education
William Russell Notcutt was born in 1774 or 1775,2 the fourth child and only son amongst the
nlne children of Willlam Notcutt (1743-1809), a linen draper of Ipswich who possessed3 many
books and 'ph~losophical mstrurnents' (scientific apparatus). The famil bore a tradition of
Y
religious dissent4 going back to the Revd W~lliamNotcutt (167213-1756). Accordingly, William
Russell Notcutt's father ensured in his will of 1795 the continuance of 'the Expence of the
Educabon and Lnsb-uction of my son William at the Academy at ~ a c k n e -~which
' ~ would have
come to sixty guineas a year, with board and lodgng. New College, Hackney, was one of those
'dissenting academies' that provided an excellent equivalent to grammar school and university
education for non-conformists excluded by the Test Acts Opened in 1787, it was threatened with
banknlptcy in 1793. War with France in that year, followed by the Treason Trials of 1 794,6
intensified the controversy over anyone who might be accused of sedition or heresy. In 1796, the
College disintegrated in a state of political, religious and fmancial crisis7 - but not before its
students had entertained to h e r the arch-revolutionary Tom Paine.
Like the essayist Willlam Hazhtt whom he would have known at ~ a c k n e ~ Notcutt
,'
could have
gone to the Academy at the age of fifteen.9That he graduated to teaching there in some capacity
is shown by his 35-page pamphlet Heads oJ Lectures on Philosophical Chemrstry, delivered at
New C o l l e e , Hackney (Ipswich: G Jermyn, 1796)." I suggest that this title was modelled on
that of the great chemist Joseph Pnestley's syllabus, Heads of lectures on a course of
experimental ptulosophy, particularly including chemistry, delivered at the New College in
~ a c k n e ~ . " ( ~ i ~1)u rThe
e London radical, Joseph Johnson, had published this in 1794, the year
Priestley went into political exlle In Arnenca. In many passages, such as that on 'the general
propehes of matter', Notcun exactly summarised Priestley. He followed the same general
arrangement of substances into solids, gases and liquids. He continued to regard heat, though not
hght and elech-icity, as substances. Where he moved forward, however, was in embracing the
chemistry of Lavoisier as opposed to the phlogiston theory that Priestley never renounced This is
particularly evident in his accepting the analysis of water, which Pnestley thought simple l 2
There is a corresponding shtft towards the reformed chemical nomenclature."

*

See Editorial

Figure 1
Similarity of Priestley and Notcutt titles. Priestley's motto
Qui docel disci1 is from William Lilly (astrologer 1602-1681)
There are also political implications in Notcutt's assuming Priestley's title. Priestley, m
dedicating his book to the Hackney students, urged them to bee thmkmg and yet confronted the
fact that. 'many persons entertain a prejudice agalnst h s College, on account of the republican,
and, as they call them, the licentious, principles of government, whch are supposed to be taught
s
to show that they ursued 'reformation, in church or state' by
there'. He appealed to h ~ students
rational means only, not those of 'riot and tumult'. P It had already been a distinctly political
gesture of William Notcutt's to send his son to a College that had to defend itself in such tenns,
and even more so for William junior to proclaim his allegiance to it at a time when the charges
had gained some public credence.
Notcutt now had to try and launch a scientific career after Hackney Pr~estley'slectures had been
delivered gratis as part of a last effort to keep the College open," so ~t is unlikely that Notcutt
was paid for any attempt to follow them. His Heads of Lecfures look like a prospectus for
teaching he hoped to offer elsewhere. He was also developing other possibilities, for the title page
identifies him as a Fellow of the Linnean society.I6 Two distinguished botanists, Thomas
Jenkinson Woodward and Jonas Carl Dryander, had signed his certificate of recommendation for
fellowship, dated 24 May 1796. Without mentioning his young age, they described him as. 'a

practical naturalist.. . well versed in several branches of Natural Bstory, particularly botany &
entomology' . l 7
Nothing is known about Notcutt in the next two years. His death notice was to say that 'Blest
with good natural abilities, he was carehl to improve them by assiduous application and s h ~ d ~ . ' ~
Presumably, he now continued his studies independently. We have seen that his father was
prepared to finance him at Hackney, and may have continued his suppon during these
exploratory years.

Notcutt at Bristol
Not later than January 1799," Notcun was at work in Bristol where he was known as 'formerly
lecturer on chemistry at ~ a c k n e ~ 'This
. ' ~ suggests that Notcun was accepted by doctors and
scientists who admired Priestley and the ideals of his College, and also that no significant
employment had intervened. By April, Dr Thomas Beddoes, Davy's superior at the Pneumatic
Medical Institution, could describe Notcutt as 'a friend of mine'." He used the phrase in the
course of a minor scientfic priority dispute in which Notcutt played a crucial role. 'lhe facts
appeared in various numbers of a journal2' edited by William Nicholson (from whose textbook,
together with Lavoisier's, D a y had learned his chemistry). William Clayfield who was soon to
design Davy's apparatus for the nitrous oxide experiments2'- had long been investigating deposits
of strontian ore near ~ r i s t o l . ~
In' March 1799, it was announced that the mineral had also been
discovered near ~ o d b ~ ~ r ybnt
, ~the
' author failed to mention that his specimen had been identified
by Notcutt, who r e c o p s e d its similarity to one he had seen in Clayfield's collection. Notcun's
"
in e ~ i d e n c e *letters
~
from Davy and Notcun
role was asserted by Beddoes in ~ ~ r i l , calling
himself,

-

This is an example of the early roles of scient~ficjournals in establishmg priority and enforc~ng
what Nicholson called 'the general cause of morality and science'.'' It also shows how firmly
Beddoes had established a group of young chemists around his experiments and speculations in
Bristol Of course, the hiumphant hition was to come in 1808 when Davy announced2h1at he
had decomposed such ores by electrolysis, and so isolated and named the element strontium.
Another trace of Notcutt in Bristol shows hassisting Davy's research. Having learnt from the
stronhan dispute, Davy was uick to publish his discovcry of silica in various plants.27The next
month (June 1799) he added2'B that Clayfield had suggested it be sought in the Dutch rush and. 'a
short time after, Mr Notcun informed me that he had succeeded in obtaining a globule of glass
from it by the blow-pipe'.
A further Bristol investigation involving Notcun was to have an lntluence on Davy's
methodology. This was a primitive clinical hia12" of an alleged therapy, the so-called 'tractors' of
Elisha Perkins who claimed to cure a variety of diseases by stroking with his patent metal rods.
The surgeon Charles Cunningham Langxvorthy had set up a Perkinean prac~ice'Oin the Bristol
suburb of Clifton where Beddoes and Davy were also at work. Langworthy's claims were
refuted" by the Bath physician (and early statistician of mortality) John Haygarth (1740-1827).
Haygarth simply showed that wooden 'tractors', carved and painted to look like the patent ones,
were just as effective. The placebo effect of the dummy rods he attributed to the power of

'imagination'. Haygarth quoted supportive trials by Mr Srn~th,a surgeon at the Bristol (not yet
'Royal') Infirmary, who cited Notcutt and Clayfield amongst his witnesses Smce Beddoes too
had been involved in the investigation;2 it seems that these trials influenced Beddoes and Davy
in controlling for what they called 'imagination' when they gave atmospheric air 10 some of theu
nitrous oxide subjects.
Notcutt became one of the first of these subjects, as reported in Beddoes' pamphlet of October
1799. Under the gas, he 'was twice thrown into an extatic pleasurable trance - the first time his
spirits were better for the day - after the second, he was Langud, but is mched to impute this to
exercise in op~ressivelyhot weather. Perhaps, however, the second dose was too strong for his
constitution.' It was probably the ambivalence of this report, when others had been so
enthusiastic, that led Davy to make no mention of Notcun in his fuller book on the subject in
1 8 0 0 . Davy
~ ~ had not learned, as he might have done fiom An Account of the Foxglove (1785) by
Beddoes' correspondent William Withering, the unportance of reporting adverse as well as
favourable cases.
A mysterious expedition

The next fact we have about Notcutt is that of his death, on 25th April 1800, in Surinam, one of
the Guianas of South America. When the news reached home after three months, it was reported2
that he had been only six days in the counhy when he had succumbed to yellow fever and died
four days later. These details are consistent with the usi~alcourse of the disease, and at that time
an epidemic was moving south through the Americas. We do not even know why Notcutt was in
Swinam. Several kinds of opportunity could have been presented to a young man in the port city
of Bristol, In a period of colonial expansion. He may have intended to play some part in the
development of coffee, sugar and cotton plantations that took place under Brit~shrule in Surinam.
It is more likely that as a promising Fellow of the Linnean Society who had recently supplied a
specimen to be illustrated ~JI a flora? he was on a botanical expedition." Since the English and
Dutch settlements of the seventeenth century, the counby had been known for its rich natural
history ~ o s recently,
t
in October and November 1798, Nicholson S .Journal had reprinted two
articles3' reporting 'a botanical excursion' to the neighbouring Dutch colony of Demerara, then
so largely 'hid from science'. The possibilities are evident to us from the discoveries of the great
natural~st, Alexander von Humboldt, on his Central and South American expedition of 17991804.
With his political background, Notcun must also have known he was going to a hotspot. Britain
had seized Sunnam in the context of the N a p o l e o ~ cwars and, whether formaUy or not, he would
have been part of an effort to survey the new te~ntory.What is more, Surinam was notoriously a
slave economy (figuring as such in Voltaire's Candrde). In 1796, Joseph Johnson had published
Jolm Gabr~elStedrnan's narrative of a five years' expedition against the revolted negroes of
Surinam. As a mercenary soldier, Stedrnan contributed to the anb-slavery cause by the
compassion he showed for the very slaves he was out to quell - a feeling distilled in William
Blake's illustrations to the book. 1796 was a year of intense political awareness at Hackney, so it
is not improbable that Notcun had noticed the anti-slavery implications of Stedrnan's narrative.
With so few facts many aspects of his short life can only be conjectttred.

With due allowance for conventional phrasing about the dead, it nevertheless appears that
Notcutt's scientific collaborations went along with a gift for friendship. His brief death notice
called him 'a sincere mend'. He had been 'endowed with a most amiable disposition, which, in
conjunction with a highly cultivated mind, gained him many fiiends, by whom he was greatly
beloved'.' James Edward Smith wrote of him14 as 'an ardent naturalist, who has since fallen a
victim to the climate of Surinam, and whose loss, however great to science, is most irreparable to
his friends.'
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Notcutt does not, however, appear in the Index of Plant Collectors in Surinam cornpiled
by the National Herbarium, Paramaribo. I am gratehl to Uie Director, Dr Marga
Kferkhoven, for this mforrnation
Maria Sibylla Merian's illustrations of its plants and insects were famous, and there had
been books by George Warren (1667), Dr Edward Bancroft (1769) and Philippe Fermin
(tr.1781).
Lochead W. Observations on the Natural History of Guiana. Transactions ofthe Royal
Socieb of Edinburgh 1798; Nicholson 4 Journal 2; 297-304,347-353.

BOOK REVIEW
Red Berets and Red Crosses. The Story of the Medical Services in the 1st Airborne Divisron in
World War It. N Cheny, R N Sigmond, Renkum, The Netherlands 1999. lSBN 90-8047 18-1-X.
Price £17.95 plus M p&p from N Cheny, 3 Church Road, Warton, Lancs PR4 IBD.
This is a book which should be on the shelves of all those with an interest in military medical
hlstory. It describes the organisation, the personnel and the equipment of the Airborne Medical
Services including of course the surgical teams. Their activities are documented in the
expeditions to France, North A€rica, Sicily and Italy, tales of heroism and achievement that led
up to the ill-fated Baffle of Arnhem. Almost half the book is concerned with the disasters of
Operation Market Garden. The personal recoUections by doctors and medics of how they hied to
deal with the multiple wounded in the middle of a deadly battle have an immediacy unmatched
by any fictionalised account. It is remarkable how those episodes, well known tiom books, films
and television, spring to new life when seen from the viewpoint of the medical services. Our
profession can be proud of the settless work done by the anaesthetists including dentists under
conditions of the utmost difficulty and danger.
Published in Holland, the book is splendidly presented. Over 100 photographs and maps are
spread through its 168 pages; the dust wrapper, hard cover and glossed paper are all of the
highest quality. Although the ehting and indexing do not match these standards, the defects do
not detract fiom a most important work.

Red Berets and Red Crosses is available 6om several military museums in England and from The
Airborne Museum 'Hartenstein' at Oosterbeek in The Netherlands For UK readers, purchase is
recommended from the author. Niall Cherry who was a Combat Medical Technician in the
RAMC is donating all profits to airborne forces charities. He deserves our congratulations and
thanks for a thoroughly researched piece of medical history.
AMB

Correspondence
The Editor

'This Yankee dodge .....'

Sir,
The assertion by one of the Royal Society of Chemis!q's speakers at the joint meeting held on
November 2000, since modified, that the words: 'This Yankee dodge beats mesmerism hollow'
were spoken not by Robert Liston but by James Young S~mpson,prompted this attempt to pin
down the origm of the report.
Although it is not mentioned at all by Dr Duncum, nor in John Snow's historical introduction in
his On Chloroform, nor in the case notes of the patient, Frederick Churchill, several of the less
academic histories of anaesthesia do al-tribute the sentence to Liston, and none to ~ i m ~ s o nBut,
.'
of course, one author could have copied from another, and the common source seems to have
been a paper by Frederick William cock2 published in 1911, and reprinted in 1915.' This
provides a very detailed account of the events of 21 December 1846, and cites among its
references several witnesses who were actually present at the operation. Accordng to Cock,
Liston announced to the audience that: 'We are going to try a Yankee dodge today, gentlemen,
for making men insensible'. After the conclusion of the operation, 'as he [the patient] goes out,
Liston turns again to his audience, so excited that he almost stammers, and hesitates and
exclaims: "Tliis Yankee dodge, gentlemen, beats mesmerism hollow".'
From where did Cock, who was a generation removed from the event, get his information? He
mentions meehngs of old friends at his father's house, during which those present, including
Willian Squire, reminisced at length. But personal evidence is provided by one who, as a
medical student, was present in the operating theahre on 21 December 184fi4 Sir John Russell
Reynolds, speaking at a dinner on I October 1888, for present and past students of University
College Hospital, described Liston's demeanour: 'I can see him now, as he said to the students,
with playful eye and doubtful, almost scornful mouth: "Gentlemen, we are going to try a Yankee
dodge for m h n g men insens~ble"'. But after the successfnl administration: 'As if it were
yesterday, 1 remember the expression on Liston's face as he turned round to us students and said:
"This Yankee dodge, gentlemen, beats mesmerism hollow" '
So we have this personal reminiscence, but to what extent is it to be trusted? There x e also two
little known accounts of 21 December and the preceding two days, published many years later. by
the medical student who adrmnjstered the ether, William squire.' Squire had been taken under
Liston's wing, on account of Liston's friendship with William's uncle, the pharmacist Peter
Squire. On the morning of Saturday 19 December Liston had shown Boon's letter to William
Squire, and had taken him to Boon's house, where it seems they witnessed Robinson
administering ether, not entirely successfully; Williarn's account in this respect is not clear.
Boott, in h ~ sletter to the Lancet, describing the very first case, Wss Lonsdale, on whom the ether
worked perfectly, said that the witnesses were his wife, two of his daughters, and himself Had
Liston been there he would surely have been mentioned. Afterward, Robinson used the same
apparatus on three or four cases, 'and failed in each case to produce i n s e n ~ i b i l i t ~ 'Probably
.~
it

was these later cases that Liston and William Squire witnessed. Evidently Robinson did not on
that occasion use the apparatus he later described, which bore a remarkable resemblance to that
devised by Squire.
Liston then suggested to William that they consult his uncle, so they visited Peter Squire's shop
in Oxford Street, where one of the assistants was persuaded to inhale ether vapour from a cloth.
Again the result was not entirely satisfactory, and Liston specified that he would need one minute
of unconsciousness to amputate a thigh. Peter Squire thereon constructed a vaporiser from part of
a Nooth's apparatus, and William inhaled from it. He describes that a puncture was made under
his thumb nail by Liston, which he did not feel. He inhaled again on the Sunday, and hied it on
others too. In the meantime Liston had written to several influential people, John Forbes, editor
of the Medico-Chirurgical Review, Boott and Robinson and, William thought, Wakley of the
Lancet, among others, inviting them to witness the attempt.
So Liston did not just breeze into the theatre that Monday afternoon and announce casually that
he was going to try a Yankee dodge. According to Squire's account, Liston, before the operation,
addressed all those present; he 'spoke of the letter From America, of the advantages Lo be hoped
for from anaesthesia, of the weak condition of the patient, hardly able to sustain the operation
without this unexpected aid, and asking the forbearance and quietude of all present'. Evidently
he had made very carehl preparations for the success of the undertaking, and Squire explains that
he had a reason: 'Some of the mesmeric deceptions made by the O'Keys at University College
Hospital, which had recently been exposed by h41 Wakley, were likely to cause any new attempts
at avoiding pain to be regarded with suspicion.' Liston, therefore, looked into every detall
himself before arranging for the operation next day under ether'. Squire continues: 'There can be
little doubt that the care and precautions taken in private under Liston's observation had much to
do with the success of the first public trial of anaesthesia by ether, with the wide use it soon
obtained, and the strong conviction Liston formed of its very great importance'. It seems that
L~stonimmediately grasped that an operation could be performed under anaesthesia on a patient
hitherto thought to be too weak to undergo it.
So Liston's demeanour would hardly have been as described by Reynolds, although perhaps he
did use the words Yankee dodge, and mesmerism. The mention of mesmerism reminds us that,
apart from the deception practised by the O'Keys, Elliotson also, until he was forced off the staff,
practised mesmerism at University College Hospital.
W~thaU the above evidence, surely ~t must be agreed that Sunpson does not come into the picture
at all. William Squire's paper should be much better known. The absence of an account of
Liston's preparations from 19 to 2 1 December is one of the very few instances where one wishes
that the academic historians had provided rather more detail.
Yours sincerely,
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OBITUARIES
Dr P Astrup

On l December 2000, Prof John Severinghaus sent a moving message by e-mail to many of his
fiends in anaesthesia. At the Hon Editor's request he gave permission for it to be published in the
Proceedings.
Dear friends,
E h o r and I returned last night from a high altitude research conference in Copenhagen with sad
news which we learned as we left our hotel. The distinguished Danish founder of modem acidbase balance, Poul Ashup, died two nights ago, 29 November, affer joining Elinor and me and
another couple, old tkends, at an elegant restaurant in the Copenhagen counhyside, Sollerod Kro.
We had a very fme dinner and conversation that evening, with no sign of trouble. He suddenly fell
dead in his home bathroom about an hour after returning home, presumably ventricular fibrillation.
Dr Ashup had had cardiac problems, and several cerebral emboli, and had been resuscitated by
CPR and defibrillation almost a year ago, five minutes after arriving on his own at a hospital.
Asbup, and his student Ole Siggaard Andersen, introduced the modern concept of analysis of acidbase balance called base excess, as a quantitative measure, in milliequivalents per litre, of the
imbalance in blood, and later, in the body extracellular fluid compartment. He also conceived the
then only method for rapid analysis of blood p c 0 2 by pH measurement before and after
equilibration of the sample with known gas p c 0 2 values. I collaborated with Ashup in improving
the accuracy of the standard oxygen dissociation curve, llle effects on it of pH variation, and the
methods of calculating the effects of pH, temperature and affinity (known as PSO) on the
relationship of p02 to saturation. He and I had been mends and collaborators for 41 years since our
meeting at a Ciba Symposium on acid-base balance in London in December 1959, published by
John NUM and Ronald Woolmer. Astrup and 1 wrote several books on the history of acid base
balance, my part being only to describe what happened after he became involved in 1951-2 d~uing
the Copenhagen polio epidemics. We agreed he would write born the alchemists to Astrup, I
taking it from 1950.
Astrup and h ~ swife Bente have 4 children, the eldest, Jens now being Professor and Charman of
Neurosurgery in Aarhus. The Ashups have Lived since 1960 on a large and beautiful Danlsh manorf m , raising Black Angus cattle, surrounded by a Royal forest, 'Rude Skov'. When our sabbatical
In Denmark f ~ s h e din 1965 our 6 year old son Jefiey said goodbye to Poul Ashup with the
memorable Ime: 'Thank you for the hay', because for him the most important event was sliding
down tlle hay loft in A s h p ' s barn. Yours, John and E h o r Severinghaus
Dr N H Gordon
Dr Nick Gordon of Edinburgh, h e d m October 2000. He was a Consultant Anaesthenst at the
Western General Hospital who became one of the early members of the H~storyof Anaesthesia
Society. In 1989, when the Society first met in Edinburgh, he presented a paper (Vol 6a, 7-1 1)
urging greater recognition by anaesthetists of the pioneering work by James Young Simpson, and
particularly his masterly responses to the detractors of anaesthesia.

Dr C Jacksoo-Rees
'Jack' Rees, as he was generaUy known, died peacefully at home on 8 December 2000. An
enthusiastic member of the History of Anaesthesia Society, he gave several papers including the
Suns-Portex Lecture in Glasgow in 1993 on. The rntroducrron of long-term mtuhalion into the UK
His achievements in the field of paediatric anaesthesia were highlighted by G H Bush in Volume 24
of the Proceedings (The Liverpool contribution to the development of paediatric anaesthesia).
Growing up in Shropshire, he qualified in Liverpool in 1942 and did wartime service in the RAF.
'rej~1n& T C Gray in +h
c ~ v lL k j j ~ c t o
tf A~~rnthR9.~a,
2nd qYl;fi& a~ssrmd
responsibility for paediahic anaesthesia services, The outcome was the publication in 1950 of two
ground-breaking papers on anaesthesia for neonates and the concept of the triad of anaesthesia
which gained him an international reputation. He subsequently received invitations to lecture all
over the world, and was awarded numerous honours.

'n '1343

He was the most generous and confidence-inspiring of men and had a priceless ability to convey in
conversation that you were the only person that mattered.
A fuller appreciation will appear in Volume 29

ABRIDGED CONSTITUTION OF HISTORY OF ANAESTHESIA SOCIETY
(The full constitution is available from the Hon Secretary)

AlMS AND OBJECTS
To promote the study of the history of anaesthesia and related disciplines, and provide a forum
and social ambience for discussions amongst members.
'ME'MBERMIP
Ordinary Members. Anyone over 18 who is interested in the study of the history of anaesthesia is
eligible to be nominaled.
Honorary Members are elected from amongst eminent persons.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS
Candidates for election as Ordinary Members shall be approved by Council on receipt of
the correctly completed application form and being in good Financial standing with the Society.
Honorary Members will be elected at the Annual General Meeting on the nomination of Council,
and will have vot~ngrights.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
To be held in each financial year. Notice to members at least one month in advance.
Ten ordinary members in addition to any Oficers present shaU constitute a quorum.
The following business shall be conducted at each AGM:
a. Elect Officers and other members of Council.
b Receive report of Hon Treasurer.
c. Elect audjtors.
d Receive the report of Council.
e. Choose date and place for next AGM.
f. Such other business as Council may decide.
Decisions shall be taken by a majority of those casting their vote unless the meeting determines
otherwise by resolution. The Chairman of the meeting shall have a casting vote.
NOTICE OF BUSINESS
Any member wishing to move a Resolution at the AGM shall give notice thereof in writing
(or by e-mail) to reach the Secretary not less than ten days before the date of that meeting.
SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING
Special General Meetings may be called from time to time by Council. Also the Secretary shaU
call a Special General Meeting within six weeks of receipt of a requisition signed by at least ten
members stating the purpose for which the meeting is to be called. At a meeting called by
requisition no other business shall be considered beyond that referred to in the requisition.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
The annual subscription shall be payable in advance and become due on 1st July each year. The
subscr~pt~ons
for Members for the next year shall be determined by resolution at each AGM.
Honorary members will not pay any subscription.

New members shall pay that year's annual subscription on election and sign a Bankers Order for
future payment of subscriptions. The Hon Treasurer may make other arrangements at his
discrebon for overseas members. The period for which subscriptions should be paid in advance
must not exceed five years except at the discretion of the Honorary Treasurer.
An Ordnary Member whose subscription is 12 months in arrears, and who has been duly notified
by 'recorded delivery', shall cease to be a member of the Society. He may be reinstated on
payment of arrears with the consent of Council.
[t shall be the duty of the members to notify the Secretary in writing of any change of address.

OFFICERS
The Officers of the Society shall normally consist of a President, a Vice President who shall
normally be President-Elect, an Hon Treasurer and Membership Secretary, an Hon Secretary and
an Hon Editor.
An Assistant Hon Treasurer, an Assistant Hon Secretary and Assistant Hon Editor may also be
elected.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS
The President shall normally be proposed for election as Vice President kom among Ordinary
Members of the Society on the nomination of Council, at the AGM next but one (two working
years) before the AGM at which he is due to be installed as President. The President shall hold
office for two years and sit on the Council for one year after, as Immediate Past President. If the
Vice President is unable or unwilling to assume the ofice of President, Council shall propose a
suitable person from amongst the O r b a r y Members for election as President.
The Hon Treasurer and Membership Secretary shall be proposed for election from amongst the
Ordinary Members on the nomination of Council. He shall hold office for one year and be
eligible for re-election, normally for up to six years.
The Hon Secretary shall be proposed for election from amongst the Orhnary Members on the
nomination of Council. He shall hold office for one year and be eligible for re-election, normally
for up to six years.
The Hon Ed~torshall be proposed for election kom amongst the Ordinary Members by Council.
He shall hold office for one year and be eligible for re-election, normally for up to six years.
The Ass~stantMon Treasurer and the Assistant Hon Secretary shall be proposed for election from
amongst the Ordinary Members by Council as occasion demands. They shall hold office for one
year and be eligible for re-election, normally for up to six years.
The names of persons nominated as Oficers shall be c~rculatedw~ththe agenda of the AGM
COUNCIL
The business of the Society shall be conducted by a Council consisting of the President, Vice
President, Hon Treasurer, Hon Secretary, and such Officers as may be elected by the AGM, and
eight Ordlnary Members. Normally there shall be no more than one vacancy,
Candidates for election must be nominated in writing by a Member, including the written
agreement of the nominee. A list of nominees shall be circulated with the agenda of the AGM.
Election will be by the Members at that meeting either by a show of hands or by ballot.
Ordinary Members of Council shall hold office for three years. Exceptionally such office may be
held for up to five years following approval at an AGM. Retiring Members of Council shall not

be eligible for re-election as Ordinary Members of Council, for one year after completing a term
of office.
Council shall have the power to co-opt as members, or invite as observers, persons whose advice
would be likely to assist h e deliberations of Council.
Council may act notwithstanding vacancies on its body.

COUNCIL MEETINGS
Four members of Council including at least one Officer shall constitute a quorum.
Exceptionally, urgent business may be conducted by five such Members by posf telephone, h x
or e-mail.
Ordinary meetings of Council shall, unless tlle President otherwise beets, be held at least twice
each year.
Special Meetings may be convened by a requisition in writing from two Council Members.
EXPENSES AND REMUNERATION
Counc~lshall have d~scretionto reimburse members for expenses incurred in the services of the
Soc~etyor to remunerate other persons who assist Council from time to time.
AUDIT OF ACCOUNTS
The accounts shall as soon as practicable after the end of each financial year be audited by
auditors appointed by the AGM. The audit shall be completed before the AGM.
AMENDMENTS TO THE RULES
These rules may be added to, amended or repealed by Resolution at any AGM, with a majority of
at least two-thirds of the members voting thereon. Notice of any such proposal must be sent to the
Hon Secretary in writing (or by e-mail) no later than one month before the AGM.
DIRECTORY OF MEMBERS
A Directory of members shall be kept by the Hon Treasurer and Memberslnp Secretary by
whatever means shall be most convenient to the Society, not excluding e l e c t r o ~ c data
processing. It is incumbent on each member to ascertain that his name and address and other
particulars are correctly entered therein.
June 1995
Abridged by AMB, February 2001
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Registrants
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On the day following the World Congress, through the kind offices of Dr David Shephard, the
History of Anaesthesia Society and the Anesthesia Rstory Association were given a unique
opportunity to meet jointly at the Faculty Club at McGiU University and to visit the Osler
Library.
The organising committee of Dr Shephard, Dr Douglas Bacon, Dr Jean Horton and Dr Neil
Adams produced an excellent one-day programme:
Dr D D C Howat - London,UK
A mastectomy without anaesthesia
Prof M Th Cousin - Paris, France
A Vulpian, and not Claude Bernard, postulated a specific structure at the level of the
neuro-muscular junction
Prof J Severinghaus - San Francisco, USA
Priestley: the furious free thinker of the Enlightenment

Dr I McLellan - Leicester, UK
Local heroes
Dr B M Shrestha - Kathmandu, Nepal
History and development of anaesthesia in Nepal
Dr Jean Horton - Cambridge, UK
The Battle of the Somme 1916. Anaesthetics at Casualty Clearing Stations
MI P Sim - Wood Library-Museum, USA
Deyan Shang and the development of modern Chinese anaesthesia

Dr J C Diz - Santiago, Spain
History of blood transfusion in the Spanish Civil War. Norman Betbune and the
episode of the Malaga-Almeira Road
Most of the presentations have been or will be published elsewhere. We are grateful to the
authors of the following two papers of particular international interest who agreed to publication
in this Supplement to the History of Anaesthesia Society Proceedings.

THE HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF ANAESTHESIA IN NEPAL

Dr B M Shrestha, Dr N B Rana, Bir Hosp~tal,Kathmandu, Nepal
Prof J R Maltby, University of Calgary, Canada
Nepal IS a landlocked country that lies between India and Tibet (Chma) with a population of 23
mdlions and w ~ t hKathmandu as its capital. Bir I-lospital, established in 1889 in Kathmandu, was
Nepal's first hospital. Since then the total number of hospitals - govenunent, rniss~onand private,
has risen to 128 The only government hospitals with posts for trained anaesthetists (and surgeons
and obstetrician-gynaecologists) are three tertiary care hospitals in Kathmandu, two regional
hospitals (1 50-200 beds) and seven zonal (25-50 beds) hospitals. Today there are 6370 hospital
beds in Nepal and 1950 doctors. The health budget is approximately one US dollar per person per
year. Most of the hospitals still lack proper and reliable equipment, drugs and adequately b m e d
manpower, especially in the field of anaesthesia.
Until 1933 anyone who could pour ether or chloroform was the anaesthetist. Usually the surgeons
conducted their own anaesthesia by delegating juniors or paramedics to do the job. This is still
true in dlstnct hospitals with no specialists, and some zonal and mission hospitals.

Figure 1.
Dr Siogh's Vaporiser

The first anaesthetist
Most of the early medical manpower came from India. In 1933, Dr B B Singh, one of the very
few Nepali doctors, joined Bir Hospital and did the job of an anaesthetist using ether and
sometimes chloroform. In 1955 he went for training and obtained the Diploma of Anaesthesia
(DA) 6orn Bombay, India.' He was then the only qualified anaesthetist in Nepal, and was
practising before anyone had qualified in surgery! He introduced intubation anaesthesia. He
improvised a Horlicks bottle vaporiser (Figure 1) for ether, and combined this with an Oxford
d a t i n g bellows to make a draw-over anaesthesia machine. In 1968 he published a report on
l000 endotracheal intubations,* using the open drop technique in half and draw-over with the
Horlicks bottle in the other 500. He regularly participated in meetlngs of the Indian Society of
Anaesthetists. h 1962 he anaesthetised for intracranial surgery by Dr D N Gongol, a Nepali
surgeon who gained his MS in India, joined Bir Hospital in 1961 and later obtained the
Edinburgh fellowship.
In 1966 Sir Robert Macintosh visited Nepal and anaesthetised two cases in Bir Hosp~talusing the
Epstein Macintosh Oxford (EMO) vaporizer. He later donated an EMO. Ln the same year the
first Nepali FFARCS, Dr N R Rana, co-author of this article, returned from the UK and joined
the deparhnent. At first he had to use the Horlicks bottle and bellows as there was not enough
oxygen and nih-ous oxide for the one Indian Boyle's machine, but within two years he was able to
introduce balanced. anaesthesia.
In 1968, several improvements were made in the Bir Hospital. With American help a new
surgical block was built containing an operating theatre suite, later named The B B Singh
Operating Theatre. Two new Boyle's machines with more N 2 0 and O2 cylinders, venhlators and
an ECG monitor with defibriUator then became available. Newer anaesthetic drugs and piped
oxygen and nitrous oxide were also introduced. Outside the Kathmandu valley, however, in the
dishict and zonal hospitals facilities, equipment and drugs were still lacking. There were only
two anaesthetists workmg outside the valley - one in the east (Biratnagar) and one in the west
(Pokhara). In the early days they were from mission hospitals. While working at Biratnagar, one
of the authors, with help from a sheet metal worker, developed an ether vaporizer based on the
E M 0 using local material (Figure 2).
From 1964 to 1984, in spite of government initiation and persuasion very few doctors went
abroad for training in anaesthesia. The British Government sponsored technical and financial
help for training but this &d not solve the acute shortage of anaesthetists in the country. About a
dozen were trained in the United Kingdom but only a few of them returned to Nepal. At the end
of 1984 there were 80 surgeons and only 6 anaesthetists - not even enough for the central
hospitals of Kathmandu.
In 1984, the University of Calgary, Canada, Tribhuvan University in Kathmandu and the
Wnishy of Health of His Majesty's Govenunent of Nepal, resolved to address the problem of
anaesthesia manpower by providing an in-country one year training programme. 'Ihs would lead
to a Diploma of Anaesthesia (DA) of Tribhuvan University (TU) Nepal The University of
Calgary offered to coordinate academic and administrative help for the first three years.

Figure 2.
Dr Shrestha's apparatus

Ether Inhaler
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Figure 3.
Diagram of Dr Sbrestha's ether inhaler. The inner tin cans are tined with lint
to increase evaporation. The inlet and outlet tubes are of half-inch brass pipe

In 1985 the DA program was launched. Four or five candidates were accepted for training every
year. This programme Improved the manpower situation and anaesthetists became available to
provide services in some 10 hospitals outside the Kathmandu valley. By the end of the century 44
DA graduates had been produced but again more than half have left Nepal for higher training in
UK and better job ~ ~ ~ o ~ i t i e s . ~
Senior members of the Canadian anaesthesia faculty helped to organise the fust Nepalese
anaesthesia symposium in 1986, and to form the Society of Anaesthesiologists of Nepal (SAN) in
1987. In 1988, SAN was accepted as a member of WFSA at the 9~ World Congress in
Washington, D C . ~Four years later, at The Hague in the Netherlands, two Nepali anaesthetists
participated in a World Congress for the first time.
With the development of super-specialties in surgery, anaesthesia in Nepal has tr~edto keep pace.
Anaesthetists were sent abroad for training in neuroanaesthesia in the UK in 1984, and cardiac
anaesthesia in Australia in 1989.
Owing to the dificulty of obtaining higher training outside the country and to avoid the loss of
trained manpower, Canaman faculty members Drs J R Maltby and T J McCaughey helped to
develop the training requirements and curriculum and conducted a feasibility study for in-counby
higher training in anaesthesia. A three-year degree programme was started in 1996.' Every year
two or three new candidates are accepted. T l ~ efirst batch of MD Anaesthesia candidates
graduated in April 1999 and the second batch in 2000. Professor Dennis Reid of the University
of Ottawa was m external examiner. Professors Roger Maltby and Dennis Reid reviewed the
programme according to Canadian Royal College guidelines in 1997 and again in 1999
Although SAN and His Majesty's Government of Nepal do not recognize the concept of Nurse
Anaesthetist, some mission hospitals still rely on trained Anaesthetic Nurses. Dr. Tom Fell of
Olympia, Washington was the fust anaesthetist to train nurses at the rmssion hospital in P a u l in
the early 1980s. Regular train~ngof paramedics and nurses as anaesthetic assistants is done by
individual hospitals in the Kathmandu valley.
To help the single handed anaesthetists in District hospitals, the Training Division of Department
of Health Services with co-ordination fiom the Anaesthetic Department of Bu Hospital recently
introduced an Anaesthetists' Assistant training programme involving nurses and paramedics from
different zonal and district hospitals. Twenty-five have so far completed this 12 weeks Waining
programme.
With many more government hospitals and private medical colleges and hosp~tals being
established in the country, the limited number of trainee posts is unable to cope with the need for
trained anaesthetists. Nevertheless, the available trained and qual~fiedmanpower has provided
great improvements in the quallty of service and patient care, evidenced by the reduction in
morbidity and mortality. In most hospitals the anaesthetic drugs and equipment are still limited
and simple, but the practice of anaesthesia has become much safer.
At present anaesthetists are not able to provide regular services outside the operating theatre, for
example in intensive care or pain clinics. There are 50 anaesthetists in the counhy and we need

nearly 50 more just to cope with the current situation. To meet this target Nepal looks for
continued support from friends old and new and from all organisations concerned with the
provision of safe anaesthesia throughout the world
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DEYAN SHANG AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN CHINESE
ANAESTHESIA*
Dr G Wang* and Patrick Sim MLS, Librarian
Wood Library-Museum of Anesthesiology

In China, pain relief for surgery is believed to have been used circa 220 AD by the surgeon Hua
T o who gave Indian hemp, among other concoctions, to his pahents during operahons. Yet
medicine and surgery in China never developed to their full potential whle Western medicine
made remarkable strides in the ensuing centuries. Social stratification in traditional China seems
to have stifled such progess. The status of the physician in Chinese society was often relegated
to the category of astrologer.' This would have discouraged talent, and helps to explain the lack
of medical progress in such a vast nation until the advent of the modem era.
The history of modem Chinese anaesthesia is relatively sketchy. It was mtroduced about a year
after Morton's successful demonstration in Boston, as part of the attempt by the West to open
~mperialChina for trade and evangelism. The Rockefeller Foundation helped establish Western
medical education in China in early 20" century through its China Medical Board. This
connection was to some extent responsible for the training of the most influential first generation
Chinese anaesthesiologists since 1949, personified by Jone Wu, Deyan Shang and Yung Shieh,
all of whom studied anaesthesia in mdwestem America The focus of h s paper is on the career
of Dr Deyan Shang, whose intluence on modem Chinese anaesthesia is immense, and whose
medical career paralleled the development of anaesthesiology in China after the foundmg of the
People's Republic of China.
Deyan Shang's road to medicine and anaesthesia
Deyan Shang was born in 1918 to a poor family in Northeastern Chma, son of a minor
government bureaucrat. Life was hard for the Shang famdy and young Deyan's educat~onwas
intempted by frequent family relocations. He managed to complete h ~ selementary and
secondary education, including three years of French language instruction, in 1937. He entered
Lanchou University Medical School in 1938, graduating in 1942. I s proficiency in the French
language, and his interest in other western languages, enabled him to read medical Literature of
the West. After three years as a surgeon at Lanchou General Hospital, in 1945 he was invited to
develop the anaesthesia service at tlle medical school. For further training he was sent to Amenca
in 1947, arriving in Clucago for an anaesthesia residency to be undertaken at the University of
Illinois. His career goal remained surgery, despite the fact that anaesthesia would become an
inseparable part of his career. Indeed, surgery was the main vehicle he would use to propel his
anaesthesia programme when he retumed to Lanchou. Throughout his subsequent career, he
would hold dual appointments in surgery and anaesthesiology, and would contribute chapters on
anaesthesia, resuscitation and related topics to surgical textbooks. HIS anaesthesia-related papers
were also published in surgical journals.

Deyan Shang and the development of anaesthesiology in Cbina
Upon his return to China, Dr Shang was appointed chairman of the Depamnent of
Anaesthesiology at the Lanchou Central Hospital, the first such appointment in modem Cluna,
with simultaneous appointments as Vice Chairman of Surgery, and Director of Surgical
Education. To develop and promote anaesthesiology, he required medical students and surgical
residents to study anaesthesia. As his teaching institution later became a general hospital for
veterans in Northern China, he was able to travel extensively to develop anaesthesia in Northern
and Northwestern Chiia in afliliated veterans' hospitals.
Integrated anaesthesia service: clinical care, teaching and research
In 1954, following the Korean War a new research centre for the study of surgery for the
wounded was established in Dr Shang's native province in northeast Chma. He was appointed
chairman of its department of anaesthesia, where clinical responsibility, teachmg and research
were cenb-alized. In clinlcal care, Dr Shang led his team of multidisciplmary experts in the
beabnent of end-stage wounded patients. He was proud to record that none of the mortality at this
centre was anaesthesia related. To broaden the teaching of anaesthesia, Dr Shang instituted an
anaesthes~arotation system for mditary surgeons. The great numbers of patients also provided
abundant opportunities for research; he culled foreign medical journals for research topics, and
wrote book chapters on anaesthesia for the wounded
Fuwai Cardiovascular Research Institute. The first animal and biomedical engineering
laboratories in China

Dr Shang's research focus intensified in 1956 with the founding of the Central Military
Cardiovascular Hospital in suburban Beijing, where he was appointed Anaesthesia Research
Director. This facility later became a civilian institute, and was renamed the Chinese Academy of
Medlcal Sciences at the Fuwai Hospital Cardiovascular Research Institute. Here he established
the first laboratories for animal and biomedical engineering research. His team investigated the
pbysiology of hypothermia for cardiovascular surgery, devised extra-corporeal circulation
apparatus, and designed manufacturing apparatus for mass production of nitrous oxide. Their
accomplishments engendered further research in the physiology of haemodynamics, and the
pharmacophysiology of anaesthesia. Pulmonary physiology and resuscitative medicine were also
studied. Dr Shang's research was halted in 1966 at the begmning of the Cultural Revolution and
it did not reslune until a decade later.
Professionalisation or Chinese anaesthesia
Dr Shang's vision for the professionalisation of anaesthesiology was reminiscent of that of the
early pioneers of American anaesthes~aled by Ralph Waters. He travelled abroad extensively for
communication and exchange of ideas to advance Chinese anaesthesia. He established liaison
with other medical disciplines to gain respect for anaesthesia in medicine. It was through his
incessant pehtioning of brother specialists that anaesthesia became formally recogmzed as a
branch of clinical medicine Me rallied his colleagues to organise the Chinese Society of

Anesthesiologists in 1979. Simultaneously, he encouraged the publication of a professional
journal for Chmese anaesthesiology, and in March 1981 he took on significant editorial activities.
Dr Shang died in 1985 after a prolonged illness. His professional life had run parallel to and had
rnass~velyinfluenced the development of modem Chinese anaesthesia.
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* Co-author Guyan Wang conducted research on Deyan Shang. His research effort was aided by Dr Douglas
Reinhan of Utah, and later facilitated by the Paul M Wood Fellowsh~pof which he was named the 1999 Rod
Calverley Fellow. This paper is the outcome of a cooperative effort between the L~brilnanof the Wood LibraryMuseum and Dr Wang It also appears in h e Bulletin of Anaesthesia History 2000; 18 7 A presentation In these
Proceedings was mutually agreed by the Editors.
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